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Introduction

This issue of the Divinity School Review presents several occasional

pieces which have come out of the recent life of the Divinity School.

Each of these pieces issues a call to faithful stewardship of our
special responsibilities. At the installation of Dean Jameson Jones,
Dr. Leon Pacala, the Executive Director of the Association of
Theological Schools, challenged our institution to excellence. As an
initial part of our response, we want to share Dr Pacala's vision with

our alumni and friends.

Dr. W. D. Davies retired at the end of the 1980-81 academic year
He has brought distinction to Duke as a New Testament scholar of
international prominence. He has also been a teacher, colleague,

and friend to many in the Divinity School. In a sermon and an
address, both delivered in his last year, Dr. Davies reflects on his

time at Duke and, through recollection, sets goals for the future.

Dr. Robert E. Cushman has always served the church by active

service and acute reflection upon its life. In the present article, he
brings his unusual theological sensitivity to bear upon the practical

organization of church life as he challenges Methodists to make
their polity congruent with their doctrinal commitments. Dr. Cushman
continues to teach the Spring Semester of each year in the Divinity

School.

The present dme is, for the Divinity School, one of transition and
renewal under the leadership of Dean Jameson Jones. It is appro-
priate that we heed the past and set clear goals for a distinctive

future. These articles serve to remind us of and claim our efforts

for our special tasks.

Thomas A. Langford
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Restoring an Old Cliche: Excellence

Leon Pacala

Installation of Dr. Jameson Jones
The Divinity School, Duke University

February 25, 1981

President Sanford, Deans-of-the-Divinity School-in-transition, dis-

tinguished members of the divinity school community:

When Dean Langford invited me to take part in this occasion, I

accepted with unusual alacrity. I recognized the invitation as an

opportunity to do a bit of missionary work among the unimmersed
in this stronghold of Methodist piety. I also saw it as an opportunity

to bring aid and comfort to those of you struggling at this hardship

post on the outer perimeter of the northern industrial complex.

More seriously, it was an opportunity to express personal appre-

ciation for the influences and contributions that many of you have

made to my personal and professional development, contributions

which may represent much heavier burdens than you wish to

recognize or accept. But most seriously, this was a chance to

acknowledge in behalf of the 200 theological schools of the Associa-

tion a distinguished member of that community. There is a close

correlation in higher education between age and the quality of an

institution. In many respects, this Divinity School is an exception to

that rule. In five short decades, the resources have been gathered

in this place for one of Christendom's most significant theological

schools. It is not excessive to interpret that judgment both geo-

graphically and historically and to think in terms of the great

schools of the church throughout the centuries. It is not irrelevant

to think in terms of the schools of Antioch and Alexandria,

although it may be easier to identify the Clements and Origens

among you than the Nestorians and Julians! In behalf of your

colleagues in theological schools throughout the United States and

Canada, I greet you upon this significant rite of passage which you

observe today.

The last time this rite was observed was a time of quite different

circumstances. It was a time of radical social uphea\als and racial

tumult; of assassinations, bitter memories, and an impopular war;

a time of festering disenchantment with hallowed traditions and

unbridled challenges to ancient assumptions. VV'ith the fragmenta-

tion of society, theological schools found themselves increasingly



isolated from their constituencies and church communities to

which they had been joined historically. Theological schools suf-

fered severe financial constraints as a result of society's growing
disenchantment with higher education. Not the least of all, it was a

time in which the motivations driving higher education changed,
and many theological schools were faced with declining student
populations. Thus, for many, it was a time when leadership tended
to be, in the words of Kenneth Boulding, the management of
retrenchment.

In such times. Dean Langford assumed the deanship of the
Divinity School. Throughout the very difficult decade behind us,

he presided over the enterprise not simply as caretaker but as the
author and guardian of the distinction that has characterized this

school. This occasion allows us an opportunity to acknowledge
those years of leadership, to give thanks for them, and to commend
Dean Langford for nurturing an institution that embodies so many
of the ideals upon which theological education resides.

But these are different times. New forces are at work throughout
our society in the face of which the questions posed for this, as all

institutions is quite simply: What does it mean to be a theological
school in these days and circumstances?

For some theological schools, the 1980s will be a time of sheer
survival; for others, of mere perpetuation. For this institution,

however, with its illustrative traditions, enormous viability and
potential, the question of the future is a different one. I can think
of no more appropriate way of stating the question of your future
than by resorting to an old cliche, which was given currency a
dozen years ago by John Gardner; namely, the quest for excellence.
Of what will that quest consist in the years ahead?

//.

But first a look at the present context for that question. As one
reviews theological education from base point 1980, to borrow a
phrase from Clark Kerr, at least two firm conclusions can be drawn.

First of all, throughout the 1970s, theological schools demon-
strated an amazing degree of resiliency. In many respects, the past
decade was a time of testing, for theological schools were the targets
of a triumverate of forces which exerted massive influences upon
higher education, churches and upon theological education.
Throughout the changing times and challenges of the past decade,
theological schools proved themselves capable of rolling with the
punches and of adapting to new circumstances. As one reflects

upon the history of theological education, one is hard pressed to



find any segment of higher education which has been as responsive

and adaptive to changing times as theological schools. They have

demonstrated an unusual capacity to reshape themselves in order

to continue their missions. For example, I presided over a divinity

school which is the repository of five different institutional tradi-

tions and histories. It continues today very much strengthened by

the endowment of those five institutions and resources. It would be

difficult, I believe, to find similar examples of adaptability and

resiliency anywhere else in higher education.

Second, it is quite apparent that theological schools, by and large,

begin the 1980s much better prepared to face their futures than

was the case at the beginning of the past decade. This fact is itself a

tribute to the accomplishments of the 1970s. They were pretty

good years, despite the anxiety we experienced as we lived through

them. They turned out to be second only to the 1950s in growth

and vitality. During the 1970s theological schools increased their

enrollments by 69%. They tripled the percentages of enrolled

women, blacks, and other minorities. They strengthened their

financial position. The first five years of the decade were deficit

years for the operations of theological schools. The last five were

years of positive balances. In addition, theological schools became

multipurpose institutions during the past decade. A new, major

degree program, the doctor of ministry, was aclded to the list of

degrees, and a diversity of programs were adopted by schools in

their effort to better serve new and existing constituencies. Conse-

quently, it was a time in which the diversity which previously

existed between institutions became increasingly characteristic of

the individual schools themselves. Finally, theological schools

significantly improved relations with their church constituencies,

an achievement which is considered by a majority of chief adminis-

trators as one of the more significant achievements of the decade.

As a result of these developments, the leadership of theological

schools faces the 1980s with cautious confidence while nurturing a

growing awareness of the future in order to preclude the pitfalls of

unfounded optimism.

But the achievements of the past decade are not without their

open questions for the future. Increased enrollments have brought

growing anxiety over future student enrollments. Concern for

enrollments is the source of greatest anxiety for our leadership and

threatens the enterprise with the temptations associated with a

market orientation to higher education. The enhanced financial

strength of current operations of theological schools has not come

about without new and perplexing consequences. 1bday, theologi-

cal schools are more dependent upon tuition income than ever



before in their long history, and the results of this predicament

have yet to be faced. These are but a few of the issues confronting

the enterprise as we move into the present decade, and it is clear

that these issues will impose themselves in such ways as to tempt

each institution to be more concerned with existence than with

quality. But for those institutions such as this one with a real

capacity to maintain a quest for excellence, of what will that quest

consist?

The quality of theological education will be significantly shaped

by at least three sets of relationships.

The first measure of theological education will be the degree to

which it will reconstitute itself as an intrinsic part of higher educa-

tion.

Frederick Rudolph, the historian, points out that our Puritan

forebears considered the founding in 1643 of our nation's first

college. Harvard, as an important part of the task of establishing

the essentials of society, and further, as indispensable to the destiny

and welfare of the nation. One of the purposes of this founding act

was to insure that our churches were not left with "an illiterate

ministry." Hence, from our nation's beginning, theological educa-

tion was considered an essential part of higher education and the

purposes served by it. Such has been the shaping tradition of our

society, of our system of higher education, and of theological

education itself. In our own times, however, theological education

is threatened by increasing marginality as a social and educational

force, a predicament that is rooted in the growing isolation with

which theological education is afflicted. For many, complex rea-

sons, this isolation increased throughout the course of the past

decade. There is little question but that theological schools are

more isolated today from the rest of higher education than at any

time in the last four decades.

This predicament has a recent history. One of the more significant

developments in American higher education in the post-World

War II period has been the unprecedented growth of departments

of religious studies in colleges and universities. This development

has had both positive and negative effects upon theological schools.

First of all, it freed, if not forced, theological schools to concentrate

upon their roles as agencies of the church's educational mission.

The negative effect, however, has been the widening rift that has

come to separate theological studies from religious studies. This

rift is increasing and it represents a trend with dire consequences.
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The implications of this growing isolation are not difficult to

discern. Professor Kitagawa of the University of Chicago has re-

minded us that the removal of the normative studies of theological

traditions threatens religious studies with trivialization of inquiry;

the growing absence of contact with university studies of religion

threatens theological studies with the loss of structures of intelligi-

bility that stems from discerning religious realities within universal

perspectives. The hopeless relativization of religious understand-

ing in the first instance and the possibility of even more hopeless

obscurantism in the second instance are among the more obvious

consequences of the insularity plaguing theological education today.

There are other substantive implications. The isolation of theo-

logical education is effecting adversely research activities of theo-

logical faculties. Recently I did a statistical analysis of several major

journals to determine whether or not there were changing trends

in the research activities of theological faculties. The analysis was

revealing. In some areas, theological faculties are holding their

own. For example, twenty years ago, 29% of the articles in the

Journal of Biblical Literature were published by theological faculty;

last year, this number increased to 40%. However, in other areas of

research, contrary trends were revealed. Twenty years ago, 34% of

the articles published in the Journal of Religion were by theological

faculty; last year, none. Twenty years ago, 43% of the articles in

what today is the Journal of the American Academy of Religion came

from the theological faculty; last year, only 16%.

These data can be misleading. In the least, they reflect many

factors and influences. But even after these qualifications and

considerations have been taken into account, it is apparent that at

least in some sectors of theological knowledge, theological faculties

are deferring to others. This is but one of the consequences of the

growing isolation of theological schools. If research and publica-

tion are too specialized terms, then we need to ask what effect do

these trends have upon the responsibility of theological schools for

the church's knowledge and understanding of her scriptures,

affirmations and mission. If permitted to continue, the growing

estrangement of theological education from the rest of the fabric

of higher education will further limit its role and influence upon

the intellectual dimensions of our time and radically alter its

function as an agency of the church's educational mission.

It is hard to conceive an institution in our nation in a position to

more significantly effect the growing dilemma of theological edu-

cation's growing isolation than this Divinity School, or to help

restore theological education to its rightful place as an intrinsic part

of higher education; or to point the way to a more productive



alliance and encounter with religious studies. Duke's unfolding

search for excellence may well include this special ventine.

The second measure of excellence will consist of the quality of

the relationship which theological schools will sustain with their

ecclesiastical constituencies.

The very fact that this appears so high on the list of priorities for

the future heralds something of a new day in theological education.

Schools have not always worried overly much about this aspect of

their institutional make-up. Even when they did, they usually did

not score very high. But the history of neglect of this relationship

has been a long one. The Conference Report of 1870 of the

Southern Methodist Church concluded:

The history of theological schools . . . has little that is favorable to Methodism,

much that is adverse. They ha\e been fruitful sources of heresies innumerable,

of a manner of preaching not generally desirable and rarely effectual among
us, and of a formalism that never favors experiential religion.

That report predated this Divinity School. It also predated the

present era. As one reviews the immediate past of theological

schools, two trends are readily apparent. It has been a time in

which theological educators conceived of their schools as agencies

of the church in some very significant sense. Secondly, much of the

last decade was invested in redefining, restoring, and nurturing the

ecclesiastical histories, traditions, and identities of theological schools.

Among the consequences of both trends has been the means

theological schools have established in the effort to be responsive to

the changing needs of the church and to be more directly account-

able to the church for its life and work.

These two trends are so well established and documented by the

agendas of theological schools that they no longer constitute deci-

sive issues or questions for the 1980s. Rather, the real questions

confronting theological education consist of those which stem from

these trends. Increasingly the pressing question will be: What shall

be the agenda arising from the newly established ecclesiastical

identity of theological schools? One hears increasingly these days

from some of the most thoughtful theological educators a growing

concern over what one has labeled the mounting "dissonance

between the expectations of the church and the scholarly commu-
nity."

There are two pressing issues around which this "dissonance of

expectations" is growing. The first is the ends of theological educa-

tion. Put simply, what should be the determinative purpose of

theological education? Should theological schools invest themselves

in preparing persons for the effective practice of ministry by

concentrating upon professional functioning of graduates? Or
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should theological education be directed to identifying, nurturing

and sustaining persons who will be bearers of a tradition of faith?

Functionalism or representation? Professional agents or personal

paradigms of the faith? There is a growing dissonance between the

academy and the churches over these alternatives.

There is a second source of growing dissonance. There are

distressing signs that the concern for ecclesiastical identity of the

1970s may become transformed in the 1980s into an insistence

upon denominational distinctiveness.

Ecumenicity came to full bloom in theological education during

the 1960s and was symbolized in a distinctive way in 1967 when the

first Roman Catholic seminary in this country was accredited by the

Association of Theological Schools. It moved theological schools

closer to one of the very few universal agreements shared by that

community, namely, that the preparation of tomorrow's religious

leaders can be adequately carried out only within an ecumenical

context. However, this universal is being challenged by those forces

at work in society today which stress group identity, autonomy and

separation, and by the reactions of the churches to such experi-

ences as declining constituencies and resources. It is further fed by

growing concern on the part of theological schools for student

enrollments and the instinctive desire to protect one's domain in

the growing competition for students. Unless these currents, forces

and movements are carefully discerned, openly discussed, and

freely discussed by theological schools and their ecclesiastical con-

stituencies, we may well suffer the consequences of increased

sectarianization of theological education in the present decade.

For theological education in the 1980s, there are no more crucial

issues than these two: the purpose or end result for which theologi-

cal education exists and the nature of responsible ecclesiastical

identity and service in an age of ecumenism. In its enduring quest

for excellence, this Divinity School by virtue of its history, ecclesias-

tical identity and university setting has much to contribute to

shaping that agenda of theological education in the 1980s.

There is a third test of excellence. It involves the relationship of

theological education to its supporting, scholarly disciplines. The
quality of theological education will be determined by the clarity

and coherence effected between these two orders of the enterprise.

Theological education stands in need of a comprehensive and

consistent theory which will serve as a basis for its educational and

scholarly functions.

This is truly a blockbuster. I mention it in this context in order to

acknowledge it, mark it, and call for a general commitment to its

consideration by this commimity. It represents some of the most
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needed and most overdue work before us as theological educators.

I wish simply to indicate something of the nature of this task.

Edward Farley of Vanderbilt speaks of the problem of the

"dispersed curriculum of theological education." He argues that

the modern theological curriculum is dispersed because we have

displaced theological study of a unified subject matter with a

plurality of studies, the relationship of which is "problematic and

the pertinence and justification of which to the practice of ministry

is obscure." The resolution of this predicament, he argues, is not

essentially a curricular or instructional problem but a theological

one. Theological education is in dire need of a clearly discerned

theological subject matter that will be the source and norm of all

branches of theological enquiry. Until that comes about, we will

continue to suffer the consequences of the dispersed curriculum.

Evidence of the "dispersed curriculum" is commonplace. Stu-

dents, graduates, and faculty agree that theological education as

practiced and experienced today is not a coherent study. It is the

sum total of a large number of individual studies, each with its own
subject matter, method and rationale. Students complain of the

absence of any synoptic perspective capable of drawing together

individual studies to which they are subjected. Graduates complain

of another disjunction: namely, the disjuncture of theory and

practice. Faculty confess the isolation of their scholarly identities as

they are locked into the specializations of their individual fields of

inquiry. Curriculum committees are forced to make judgments

about study programs without recourse to informing norms rooted

in a commonly shared vision of the object of study undergirding

the enterprise.

These symptoms have not gone unheeded. In fact, the curricu-

lum has literally exploded in the attempt to respond. New courses

have been added for the sake of integration as the number of

courses has increased for the sake of "covering the field." At the

same time, another layer of courses has appeared for the purpose

of bridging the theoretical and the practical. Finally, additional

room was made in the modern curriculum for "cap stone courses"

which were designed to "tie it all together." As Dewey once charac-

terized Thomistic distinctions, this process has gone on "without

end and without reason."

The essential problem of the unity and grounding of theological

education is to be resolved not by curricular reforms but by the

scholarly disciplines themselves. The task is essentially a theological

one, and until greater clarity is available than at present regarding

the subject matter of theological studies, our curricular and in-
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structional reforms will constitute little more than tampering with

consequences rather than causes.

Though I speak easily and simply of these matters, I am not

unaware of their complexity. They imply a call to deal with the

heart of the enterprise at a time when, in the words of Gordon

Kaufman, there is no "consensus on what the task of theology is or

how it is to be pursued." Despite the almost overwhelming nature

of the task before us, we need to take leave of the isolated cubicles

of our specializations in order to ponder what it is that unites us as

theological scholars. Circumstances are not only calling us to this

task but our very vocation and its future rest in the balance. It is not

enough for us to speak of the literature, the history, the systems of

theology, but we are challenged to address the question of the

theology of theology. Whatever the implication of this task for the

politics, the economics, and the scholarship of theological faculties,

any real advance of our educational enterprise will depend in no

small measure upon the success with which this venture is under-

taken.

It is difficult to conceive of a school with greater promise and

potential for leadership in this venture than this Divinity School.

The consequence of this leadership would not only be far-reaching

upon your immediate constituency, but it would shape the enter-

prise as a whole. This represents another part of the quest for

excellence in theological education through the immediate futtire.

IV.

There are stirrings, significant stirrings within the world of

theological education. This school is an important part of those

stirrings and will play no small role in the eventual outcome of

present movements and trends. Few in our day have the potential

for the manner of leadership which is invested in this institution.

Few can accomplish what this school can achieve in relating theo-

logical education to the universe of higher education, in bringing

clearer understanding of the nature of responsible ecclesiastical

identity in a time of much needed unity, and of reconstituting the

scholarly basis upon which the educational mission of the church

rests. It is with much hope and expectation that we look to the

renewal of institutional mission embodied in this transition of

leadership, and to the mark that Dean Jones will make upon this

distinguished place.
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For Such A Time As This

W. D. Davies

Closing Convocation, May, 1981

The Divinity School, Duke University

Texts: Acts 2:17. Your young men shall see visions

And your old men shall dream dreams.

1 John 3:20. For if our heart condemn us, God is greater

than our heart, and knoweth all things.

The invitation to address students at the close of their theological

training is a great privilege but also, for reasons all too obvious, a

special burden. Most of you here are comparatively young and
many of you are soon to enter the ministry. I have chosen two texts

for such a time as this. They relate to different periods in the

history of the Church, one to its beginnings at Jerusalem, when
young men were seeing visions and old men dreaming dreams,

and young women were prophesying (with this last, still to some
revolutionary, feminist phenomenon I shall not stay). The other

comes from a church in Asia Minor, three generations later. In this

the first enthusiasm had died down, the initial vision grown dim;

false movements had arisen and Christians were facing the cold

light of common day. The Greeks found the history of the individ-

ual to be parallel with that of the cosmos; the person is a micro-

cosm of the macrocosm. The history of the individual Christian is

often mirrored in the history of the Church. The various stages in

our personal Christian history correspond, often oddly, with those

in ecclesiastical history. To look at two states in that history as

reflected in these two texts may help us to see ourselves as Chris-

tians and particularly as ministers.

The first text is part of a quotation from the prophet Joel from
the fourth century B.C. Is the author of Acts thinking here of two

groups of Christians— young men who shall see visions, and the

old who have dreams? Do these groups have different kinds of

experiences? The term vision in the Hebrew original suggests

direct illumination from the Unseen, the esoteric and supernatu-

ral, usually born of ecstatic clarity. Are we to understand the visions

of youth in this sense as untrammelled and undimmed by harsh

realities? And are the dreams of the old the outcome of their

longer experience of good and evil? The Greek for "dreaming
dreams" {enupniois enupniaslt-esontai) points to what comes in the

sleep of night. The dreams of the old come in the night of

experience, in the darkness of failure, frustration, fears and the
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waning of hopes. The old know, from many a disillusion, that

visions can come too easily and that their dreams even in their

unreality have a greater reality than the untried visions of the

young. Is the contrast intended that between the visions of young

innocence and the dreams of older realism?

This possibility is not to be dismissed outright. Last fall I spoke

with an old man who, as a young man, had been a terrorist in

Palestine along with Mr. Begin. He had killed more than one Arab.

I asked him: "What difference is there between terrorism and

murder?" He replied: "None." "Why then," I asked, "did you

engage in terrorism?" He answered: "I was too young then to

realize what human life means and how terrible it is to take it."

There can be a contrast between callow youth and age. But it cannot

be emphasized. Last fall I also heard another old man, a fellow

countryman, who lost his university professorship and spent time

in prison for his convictions. He was asked, on the B.B.C.: "What

message have you to give to your young followers?" His answer was

clear: "Do not listen to old men like me. Go your way: follow the

vision." Here a veteran recognized that what matters is not age but

the vision, although he acknowledged that, alas, the blood can and

often does run cold. But he himself was living proof that the vision

of his youth had remained the vision of his old age.

And although at first sight one might be tempted to think that

Acts intends to draw a contrast between young and old Christians,

Hebrew parallelism should warn us against pressing it. The visions

of the young and the dreams of the old can refer to the same

experience. However, Hebrew parallelism also allows for develop-

ment. It is not that the visions of the young Christian are different

from the dreams of the old but that they are looked at from a

different angle: the angle of comparative innocence and the angle

of sober experience. Vision and Dream are the same phenomenon
seen under different lights. We shall then speak of the Vision.

Following, from habit, the medieval custom of honoring the Trin-

ity by having three parts to a sermon, I shall examine the Vision

under three heads.

/. The Pattern of the Vision

What then, first, is the pattern of our vision? It is not o?/r vision in

the sense that we have seen or invented it for the first time; our

vision did not emerge out of our own spirituality and sensitivities

and refinement: we inherited it; it is a tradition. Almost all of us

come from small pockets of Christians— in the hills, the villages

and the small towns of this vast country— of North Carolina or
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Kentucky or West Virginia or New York. In their worship and in

their reading of the Bible they encountered a glorious vision of the
future which they embraced. They handed it on to us. Our vision
of the future comes from the past. We have been taken up by and
have entered into a visionary inheritance. As the text from Acts
comes from the prophet Joel, so our vision is not merely a
contemporary, individual one; it is "hereditary" and communal,
transmitted from a distant past, born of the ancient prophets and
cherished by priests and sages and saints across the ages.

And the content of our vision is not new. However, intermittendy
experienced, it is the agelong vision which the people of Israel
cherished. Its main features are clear. For Judaism the world, the
creation of the One God, was to reflect His oneness, to be a unity.

In the beginning this unity was a paradisal reality, persons and
nature shared a life of peace and plenty. But Sin, with a capital S,

came, and with it disunity, in the family, between Adam and Eve,
Cain and Abel, within the nations between rich and poor, ruler and
ruled, between peoples and nations, and fundamentally between
man and God— disobedience leading to alienation. There followed
the sorry scheme of things we know. But hope sprang eternal. The
human need for consolation in tragedy, for strength in time of trial,

for endurance to achieve equality and justice, for making sense of
the transiency of existence, of the relation between our earthly
pilgrimage and eternity, all this need fathered a vision of the future
when the original unity of creation would be restored in justice,
plenty and peace. But before the glorious future could be realized,
the reality of evil, vividly grasped, made it certain that there would
be terrible catastrophes, famine and pestilences, wars. The vision of
the future took many forms expressed in the kind of powerful
apocalyptic language we find in Acts.

And this vision is cosmic in scope. It embraces all humankind
and nature. It seems also to be universal; it is not a peculiar
possession ofJews and Christians but apparently is shared by most
peoples in some degree. To wait for a changed world in the future
seems to be a human characteristic. Since everything must have an
end, we all wait for that end. If history is the remembered past, it is

also the expected future. As my unfailing mentor J. S. Whale
reminds me constantly, modern scholarship, "increasingly micro-
scopic and ever learning more about less and less" warns against
drawing historical parallels too easily. But certain broad parallels
can be recognized though not pressed in details. The Greek and
Romans had a vision of a unified humanity, dwelling in peace and
freedom. The notion of Utopia has recurred throughout the
centuries. Every age and every culture adds its own colour to the
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vision. Nineteenth century England looked forward to "The Par-

liament of Man, the Federation of the world." Karl Marx, cultured

despiser of Judaism as he was, in some aspects of his varied

thought, borrowed the Jewish messianic hope and secularized it in

the form of a future classless society, when the State and all

law— the instruments of the oppression of the masses by the

propertied classes—would wither away. Martin Luther King, in his

great speech "I have a dream" (which is "I have a vision"), turned to

the Liberty Bell at Philadelphia for a symbol and added it to his

biblical ones. For him "let freedom ring" was an American symbol.

Contemporary charismatic and fundamentalist groups in America

and elsewhere drape the vision in scientific or quasi-scientific

trappings. In our time apocalyptic symbolism is not congenial to

mainline religious bodies; it has become a pre-eminently scientific

and artistic rather than a religious phenomenon. The modern

prophets of doom are artists and scientists. The theoretical bases of

modern scientific predictions are difficult to understand, but their

results are not. Population explosion, the atomic threat, nuclear

holocaust, atmospheric changes, the depletion of world resources

— all these predicted preludes to the End are strikingly similar to

the symbols of the ancient Pseudepigrapha. The scientific vision

today is often given apocalyptic expression in the artistic represen-

tation of catastrophe from Picasso on.

However, the earlier scientific predictions of nuclear plenty, and

biological mastery of the natural order leading to universal peace

have receded. The vision of doom has become more powerful than

that of bliss.

For modern poets like W. B. Yeats:

Now days are dragon-riden, the nightmare

Rides upon sleep: a drunken soldiery

Can leave the mother, murdered at her door,

To crawl in her own blood, and go scot-free;

The night can sweat with terror as before

We pieced our thoughts into philosophy,

And planned to bring the world under a rule.

Who are but weasels hghting in a hole.'

To turn back to Acts, the vision from Joel is joined probably with

imagery drawn from the Tower of Babel from Genesis. There the

pride and fear of humankind brought the Tower crashing to the

earth and the unity of speech once enjoyed was lost. In Acts the

restoration of this lost unity is evoked. The pattern of the vision we

have inherited and which we embraced at our "call," then, is

ancient, communal, cosmic and probably in its broad oudines

universal. Its symbolism is not unique, but widely shared by those
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who are not in our tradition: it is a vision of humankind reconciled

in a new creation.

//. The Perils of the Vision

We do not have to read far in Acts to know that the possession of

a vision of a restored humanity is no guarantee that it will be

realized. Few aspects of Christian history are more pathetic, tragic

and sometimes ludicrous than the stream of apocalyptic visionaries

and prophets who have announced that the Day of the Lord has

been near and that Paradise restored has been at hand, only to be

disregarded and to sink into oblivion. The vision is surrounded by

perils.

The most obvious peril is that of facile irresponsibility. The
vision of the New Order can lead to neglect of the present order.

Acts records such irresponsibility right at the beginning of the

Church. The enthusiasts of the ecstatic vision were mistaken for

drunkards. "These men are full of new wine." Some early Chris-

tians at Jerusalem in the first flush of the vision gave an impression

of being carefree. So too did Gentile Christians in Thessalonica and

Corinth and in the Church of 1 John in Asia Minor. Some of them

were glib and empty in speech, some spent their days in laziness.

They talked religion and did nothing. They indulged in an irrele-

vant piety, an ecstatic irresponsibility. They mouthed easy answers

for intractable problems they made little attempt to understand.

The early communism of Acts can be taken to exemplify this.

Some Christians took a thoughtless way out of the problems of life:

they easily shared their goods. Instead of relieving the poor, in fact,

they made poverty a permanent mark of the early Jerusalem

church. No wonder the communal experience, well-meaning as it

was, proved so short-lived. Unless informed by knowledge and

disciplined by care— as in some monastic orders across the centu-

ries it sometimes successfully was— the vision can be a communal

snare and a delusion.

Apart from communal irresponsibility, there are more personal

perils. The communal cosmic vision can become a private selfish

one. The vision can degenerate into the thicket of fantasy at Howth
Hill which W. B. Yeats immortalized.

[W. B. Yeats] spent a good deal of time wandering the hills and cliffs in a

dreamy exalted state. A thicket on the hill of Howth afforded him a delightful

place to fantasize, and he actually invoked this thicket as a model for his early

aesthetic theory of poetry as a sanctuary from the real world. "That thicket

gave me my first thought of what a long poem should be; I thought of it as a

region into which one should wander from the cares of life. The characters are
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mission was to lessen its solitude withut destroying its peace."^

The vision of Christians can become an escape from the cares of

life, a means by which we become "lost to all the world and all the

world lost to us." This is the peril of the introverted Christian. The
New Testament constantly warns against this peril of retreating

from life. We are all tempted to exploit the vision in this way and as

life becomes more difficult, more and more do so. But while our

vision must be intensely personal, it can be no individual indul-

gence. John Wesley said the last word on this: "The New Testament

knows nothing of solitary religion." The Mount of Transfiguration

must lead to the healing of the boy with convulsions at its foot.

Immoral irresponsibility and withdrawn, absorbed, other worldly

contemplation, pseudo-mysticism, are not the only perils. There is

also the peril of the extroverted Christian, who is sometimes

tempted not to escape from people but to exploit them. At the end

of a long theological training we can become sophisticated. We
begin with the vision which takes us up into its purpose. We gain

knowledge of its history and of its symbols and their mysteries.

Such knowledge begets power. The possibility arises of using the

vision to manipulate people for our own ends. Simon Magus tried

to acquire the vision to enable him to possess the Holy Spirit for

"filthy lucre," as Acts puts it. We judge him an obvious charlatan

who sought to exploit the holy. Is the same exploitation being

attempted in scores of television programs and pulpits and are

people being manipulated like puppets in the name of religion? We
are not likely to act as blatantly as Simon Magus, but the temptation

to use the vision were it only to indulge in the riduculous strut of

authority and clerical consequence and more subtle abominations

always surround us.

But a more likely peril for us is the last one I shall mention.

Because we have been taken up by and have entered into the

agelong vision and embraced the hope for a recreated society in a

redeemed creation, we can begin to think that we ourselves are no

longer part of the disorder of society but somehow different from

other people and better. The very vision of an unselfish world can

become a seedbed of self-righteousness and selfishness, of a false

perfectionism and of a petty rigourism and above all of superiority

over those who do not share the vision. The naive and ignorant

political and moral arrogance of "The Moral Majority" illustrates

this. And so the vision becomes not a vision /or the world but agai7ist

the world, not of service to humankind but of the condemnation of

it. Such self-righteousness can invade and penetrate our lives

without our being aware of it. Freud taught us that communities
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tend always to define themselves in opposition to other communi-
ties. Acts already reveals a church defining itself against the Syna-

gogue and against the world; the seeds of intolerance are present.

Jesus had tolerantly urged that: "He who is not against me is for

me." (Mark 9:40. The contrast with Matthew 12:30 is instructive.)

He left the lines between those who were in and those who were out

blurred and unclear. He came as John has it, not to condemn the

world but to save it. For him there is a large tolerant acceptance of

sinners: the Just and the unjust are not always clearly distinguisha-

ble. But the largesse of Christ is too much for our small hearts.

Early Christians began to draw clear lines in terms of belief and
conduct and even ceremonial that cut those within from those

without. The very vision of unity became a fresh cause for disunity.

This is perhaps the most natural and, in some ways the most

understandable peril, but also the most deadly of the Christian

community— to draw sharp colours of black and white, to confuse

or equate its own vision with its own righteousness, and evil with

those who do not share in it. The author of 1 John— from whom
comes our second text— exemplifies this possibility. In some verses

he even claims that the Christians cannot sin. "He that doeth sin is

of the devil" not of Christ (1 John 3:8). "Whosoever abideth in him
sinneth not; whosoever sinneth hath not seen him neither knoweth

him. . . . Whosoever is begotten of God doeth no sin, because his

seed abideth in him; and he cannot sin, because he is begotten of

God" (3:6ff.). In some places the epistle seems to offer something

like a doctrine of sinless perfection. In this two things combine: on
the one hand, a passionate horror of sin, "love not the world,

neither the things that are in the world" (2:15); on the other hand,

an insistence on that decisive difference that Christ has made and
the staggering purity of the life demanded by him. This twofold

antithesis, which meets in the doctrine of sinless perfection, is

expressed in the last paragraph of the epistle. The author writes:

"We know that we are of God, and the whole world lieth in the evil

one." John had Httle difficulty in painting life in fast colours and,

apparently, he had only two colours to his canvas— black and
white. For him, apparently, it was easy to divide the sheep from the

goats, the followers from outsiders. And there was much in the

situation that confronted him that demanded such decisive distinc-

tions as he seems to have made.

And today we also are faced with a situation tempting to such

clear distinctions. The moral relativity, the spiritual nebulousness

and confusion of our day will often tempt us to make clear

distinctions between the good and the bad; to become men against

the world and not for the world; to make possession of the vision a
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proof of our own righteousness. As Dickens taught us so long ago,

it is no such thing: it is often a source of sheer humbug. After many
years among secular persons on this campus who often put us

Christians to shame, we should find the dualistic language ofJohn
impossible to endorse.

But, you will say, if our vision is so important, does it not demand
a clear distinction between those who reject it and those who accept

it? Does not a failure to make such a distinction trivialize the vision

itselC'' To answer this we need to ask further about the special

nature of this vision, its peculiarity and its pursuit.

///. The Pecularity of the Christian Vision

We have now to ask a fundamental question: why did this

recurring age-old vision come to life and take hold of people again

in the first century and why has it done so in the church ever since?

The historical circumstances of the rise of the Christian commu-
nity are wrapped in obscurity. But when the dusts of doubt and

scholarship are allowed to settle, in the last resort the answer to that

question is clear. Ultimately, the vision became re-activated through

the influence of the life, death, and resurrection of Jesus of

Nazareth. What is peculiar about the Christian vision is not its

content nor its perils (which it shares with other visionary tradi-

tions) but that it is "in Christ"— rooted in him, spurred into life by

him, informed by him, controlled by him, sustained by him— in

Jesus of Nazareth whom we have encountered in the New Testa-

ment as the Evangelists gave him to us, in the worship of the

communities into which we were born and through the Spirit and

those who have followed him. This is so in Acts at the very

beginning: it is so three generations later in 1 John. It is so today!

John's words could be uttered to us:

That which was from the beginning, which we have heard, which we have seen

with our eyes, which we have looked upon and touched with our hands,

concerning the word of life—The life was made manifest, and we saw it, and

testify to it, and proclaim to you the eternal life which was with the Father and

was made manifest to us—That which we have seen and heard we proclaim

also to you, so that you may have fellowship with us, and our fellowship is with

the Father and with his Son Jesus (>hrist.

(1 John 1:1-3, RSV)

But there is a further fundamental fact. The agelong vision

revitalized by Jesus of Nazareth is also transformed by him. The
vision which He evoked comes to find its goal in Himself. As

among many Christians even today, up to the third generation (the

time of 1 John) the hope of the End persisted vividly— to be
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preceded by the Antichrist, that is, understood apocalyptically. For

John his day was the Last Hour.

But, notice, the content of Jesus' vision of the End has gained a

new focus. John still uses the apocalyptic symbol of the Antichrist,

but other symbols of apocalyptic are absent in his writing. They are

replaced by one hope— the hope of the vision of God. This is how
John describes in in 1 John 3:2-3.

Beloved, we are God's children now, it does not yet appear what we shall be, but

we know that when he appears we shall be like him for we shall see him as he is.

And everyone who thus hopes in him purifies himself as he is pure.

The end and the beginning of the vision have come to be the vision

of Christ and through Him of God. This is not simply that a

Palestinian vision has become a Hellenistic one. Rather, the inher-

ited vision, invoked by Jesus and handed on to us in countless

forms, has ceased to be autonomous, merely a "tradition" or rather

a "convention," but has been Christified, or baptized into Christ.

And there are certain norms that 1 John provides for the

Christian who pursues the vision of Christ to apply as tests of his

loyalty to it. They are three in number. The first is the test of

righteousness: "He that keepeth his comandments dwelleth in him

and he in him" (3:24). Then there is the test of belief: "Whosoever

shall confess that Jesus is the Son of God, God dwelleth in him and

he in God" (4:15). To perceive Jesus as the Christ and the Christ as

Jesus is central and inseparable from keeping his commandments:
morality and belief are conformed. And, finally, there is the test of

love: "He that dwelleth in love dwelleth in God and God in him"

(4:16). The appropriate fruit and proof of the vision is the love of

the brethren. "We know that we have passed from death into life,

because we love the brethren" (3:16). And the epistle is frank and

down to earth: "But if a man has enough to live on, and yet when
he sees his brother in need, shuts up his heart against him, how can

it be said that this love of God dwells in him?" (3:17). All these tests

are very clear.

The creedal test seems comparatively simple, however pregnant

with difficulty— that Jesus is the Son of God who has come in the

flesh. This means that the earthly Jesus— not any mythological,

apocalyptic figure— is to govern our understanding of God. But we

can well ask, do not these tests or norms reintroduce the note of

rigourism, perfectionism, self-righteousness in a new form? They

doubtless can and often do so. But to live with this Christ as the

source and end of our vision helps to safeguard against this.

Even so, we who have chosen to follow the vision of Christ have to

cry out: Who is sufficient for these things? And 1 John knew that

cry. He is aware of the perils of the vision and of failure in its
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pursuit. He is not as crass as he seems at first sight. And rigidly

duahstic as he seems to be, he introduces a paradox. We saw that he

urged that the Christian cannot sin, but he came to terms with the

fact that, whatever the vision and whatever the tests, Christians do

sin and deny their Lord. In John's own Hfe, even under Christ,

there still remained an old enemy to contend with— Sin. And
outside his own life in the life of the Christian community, in its

divisions and brokenness and sinfulness, there too he saw the

reality of evil in the life of the redeemed. The author who speaks of

Christians being without sin, sees also the whole world lying in the

evil one and the power of that evil invading even the community of

faith itself. Most of us become familiar with this paradox: we have

seen, our hands have touched the Lord of life— but we have

sinned: we know the bondage of the will. Out of this paradox arises

the tension of Christian discipleship.

They who fain would serve Thee best

Are conscious most of wrong within.

The vision of Christ— past, present, and to come is our judgment
— it reveals us to ourselves: our hearts condemn us. The word

"heart" here means conscience or intellect or both. It refers to the

reasoned condemnation which any Christian must pass upon his or

her life. Most of us, nay all of us, would have to say: "I have been

disobedient to the heavenly vision." We all know the disturbance

within, the consciousness ill-defined but real that we are not what

we are meant to be. The advice to Christians to become what they

are in Christ is cold comfort, because the consciousness of our

failure, especially if we preach to others, can indeed become so

acute as to paralyze. "Conscience doth make cowards of us all."

Is this the last word about the vision of Christ? Not for 1 John

and not for us. 1 John offers the only possible hope for us in the

verse I quoted as my second text: "If our heart condemn us, Ciod is

greater than our heart, and knoweth all things." This verse has

been interpreted to mean that if we ourselves condemn ourselves,

how much more does God, the all-knowing and the all-seeing,

condemn us. Its purpose is to confirm and intensify the condemna-

tion of God. This interpretation could be correct. None of us fully

realizes the extent and depth of our sin. The words "Father forgive

them for they know not what they do" apply to us all. We often

crucify Christ without knowing it. Anatole France depicted Pontius

Pilate as having forgotten that he had ever crucified a man called

Jesus. So is it with us. If, then, we who are so blind to the meaning

of our sin condemn ourselves, how much more does God "to

whom all hearts are open, all desires known and from whom no

secrets are hid?" Will not the holiness of God react against our
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sinfulness which we cannot understand in its fullness and are often

even unaware of?

But this verse is not only to be so interpreted. It refers not only to

a possible intensification of our despair. Its deeper meaning is

rather that, even if our heart condemns us, God is greater than our

heart, not in the sense that his condemnation is more severe, but in

the sense that he knows all. Despite our awareness of sin, we can

rely upon the merciful knowledge of God. It is perilously easy to

interpret this in an antinomian way, and to make morality a matter

of indifference. But such is not John's intent. Rather it is to give us

assurance that God is aware of us and of our despair, and under-

stands. God is our merciful and infinite succour as well as the

infinite demand upon us. There is that in the heart of God which

enables Him to know us altogether and to forgive. Is this cheap

grace? No. Because forgiveness does not come easily to God: it

costs. There is no such thing as "free" grace. The forgiveness of

God is credible only through the vision of the Christ who died and

became the expiation for our sin, and through whom we can hope

to be justified. Because the Christ whom we saw at the beginning

and whom we shall see at the End is a crucified Christ. He reveals a

Father who has entered into our own very human condition,

suffered it, and taken into himself the sin of the world: a Father

who is "with us," Emmanuel. The cross is at the heart of the

Universe, that is a fundamental part of our Christian vision from

the beginning to the End. The lamb was slain from the foundation

of the world and it is the slain lamb who "reigns" from Alpha to

Omega. This is the peculiarity of our vision — that it is in the form

of a crucifix and only to be realized accordingly.

What, then, shall we say in such a time as this? Our vision is

governed by the ministry of the crucified Jesus, sustained by his

living presence and by the hope that "we shall see Him as He is."

Like the author of 1 John, we can no longer embrace the tradi-

tional contents of the apocalyptic vision of the future as facts.

However scientifically tempting in a world of nuclear foreboding,

literal apocalypticism is no longer a theological possibility: to many

moderns it is simply weird. As the Chinese proverb has it: "To

prophesy is extremely difficult - especially about the future." We
Christians have too easily, and often, transferred to or adopted as

the Christian hope the triumphalism of Jewish messianism. For

example, hke much in Handel's oratorios, the contents of some

English hymns in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries bear

little relation to the ministry and crucifixion of Jesus. And the

touchstone of these two elements makes two things clear.
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First, it always underlines that this world crucified the Lord of

Glory: He had to die. It makes unmistakeably clear that we humans
are all tainted with a radical evil, an egotism which vitiates our best

purposes, corrupts our noblest institutions, political and religious,

and causes us to crucify the Holy One. Even the Church can

degenerate to an Imperial Salem. There are many reasons why we

often have occasion to assert that the best laid plans of . . . men
"gang aft aigley," but the chief is the fundamental malaise to which

I refer. For example, that power corrupts is not due to power as

such; rather our original corruption precedes our acquisition of

power and leads to its inevitable misuse. This is what makes all

visionary, apocalyptic programs for revolutionary change - com-

mendable as much of such change must often be in our eyes -

unrealistic. The hideous injustices which surround us are not only

and simply or even primarily the outcome of flaws in the institu-

tions and systems, social and economic, political and religious

which we have allowed and caused to grow, but of an incurable

sinfulness in us. Indeed who can contemplate the present renewed

massive concentration on armaments - the outcome of the Rus-

sian and American dreams — without recalling the Latin tag: "they

whom the gods wish to destroy, they first make mad"? The cross is

the judgement on all unrealistic utopianism. This first truth is a

bitter one for most of us who have prided ourselves on our own
idealism: it offends our self-esteem (especially in a period which

has so often believed that self-expression is the way to the good life).

But this condemnatory illumination of the cross can appeal to

history more convincingly than we often care to recognize. Ideal-

ists or Utopians from the French Revolution to the Russian, and in

our day the Iranian, have often been fired by a strong passion for

freedom and justice. But has not their pursuit of justice almost

invariably tended to a serious diminution of freedom and the

increase of terror? So was it in 1789, so it is now. Great as is our

detestation of the tyranny that called them forth, can we avoid a

distrust of revolutionary programs of liberation when we survey

their history?

But is this the last word? Is cynicism the alternative to idealism?

Or are we called merely to an ineffective quietism, as, alas, so much
church history seems to attest. To this also, in the second place, the

life and death of Jesus give the lie: for unrealistic apocalypticism is

substituted not cynicism but a constant realistic concern - agape.

To be governed by the memory of Christ crucified is to be out-

raged, angry, constrained by the misery and oppression which the

vast majority of the peoples of the world still suffer. Lo confront

this brute fact in the world is part of being controlled by him and to
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join hands with all those "interminable bores," as Robert Owen was
called, who seek a more just social order. From this Christian

warfare, there is no discharge. To abandon unrealistic utopianism
is not to acquiesce in injustice. Jesus set his face towards Jerusalem
- and against Jerusalem. The anthropology of the cross (to coin a

phrase) in its totality demands a realistic engagement with social,

political and religious evils, not their avoidance or denial. If Jesus
from his cross compels us to eschew Utopian fantasies about our-

selves and the world, he also generates a passion for freedom and
justice, for the liberation of the oppressed. If revolutionary Libera-

tion Theology often seems unrealistic because of its methods and
illusions, its concerns in the light of the crucified Son of Man are

imperatives. The Gospel is good news for the poor, the spiritually

poor but also the physically poor and economically deprived - a

distinction which Jesus might have questioned. Despite "a hundred
years of relentless falsification both of Marxist prediction and
Marxist planning," Marxism has survived. Why? Because it has
been a politics of hope for the masses: it is essendally a political

eschatology. I pose a question: is not one of the major challenges of
the Gospel to your generation (more perhaps than it was to mine)
to find a hope for the present that will not mortgage the future to

terror, because its means are governed by the cross?

And such a hope will not be confined to history. It is not merely a

melioristic dream of "a paradise of earthly Garden Cities," but will

point to an uldmate future beyond history which our text offers:

"We shall see Him as He is." What does John mean? What did Paul

mean when he spoke of being with Jesus in the beyond? We are

here in the realm of faith and not sight: the hope expressed by
John and Paul cannot be precisely conceptualized: it springs from
insight and faith. They are both convinced, to put the matter in

other terms, that their labour to continue the ministry of Jesus in

this world is not in vain. We are called by him to believe that our
ultimate desdny lies in him and through him and with him in the

eternal order which eye hath not seen nor ear heard. This Christian

hope can be corrupted: it has often been an opiate of the people. It

is so comfordng and agreeable to hope - except for those who have
abandoned all hope! But the New Testament urges not an opiate,

not only a tonic and a stimulant, but an abiding sustenance for the

askesis to which we are called "in Christ." Recognizing them as

such, and not as facts, we can - and perhaps indeed must - still

use the old symbols to relate our temporal Christian pilgrimage to

the demands of justice, unity and peace and to give our vision its

true cosmic dimensions in this world and the world to come.
Because the vision of Christ is not only a private one, for us
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individually, but a vision for society here and hereafter, and for the

peoples, for the nations and for the cosmos in its totality. However,

given our nature, that vision can only be sustained by the forgive-

ness of Sin, by the Lamb of God that taketh away the Sin of the

world, and Who is, as 1 John puts it, "the expiation for our sins"

and, therefore, the constant instigator of new beginnings, and a

well of hope.

And so the pursuit of the vision with which we began and in

which we are called to continue, itself drives us finally to recognize

that the primary focus of our ministry must always be - in the

ancient phrase - "The Ministry of the Word and Sacraments"

which witness to that same Lamb of God, by feeding on whom we

are recreated in this world and for the world to come. To be faithful

to that ministry is both to serve and to transcend any merely

terrestrial hope that we have cherished in the larger hope of God in

Christ.

ENDNOTES

1. In the poem "Nineteen Hundred and Nineteen."

2. Anthony Bradley, William Butler Yeats (Ungar, N.Y., 1979), p. 7.
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Reflections In Retrospect, 1950-1980*

Kearns Lecture, April 6, 1981

W. D. Davies

The invitation to share some thoughts with the Graduate School

of Religion on my time at Duke deeply moved me. And since the

last thirty years did not occur in a vacuum, I first recall the general

background.

In September of 1950 the three of us arrived in Durham from

Great Britain, by train overnight from New York, to a world of new
sounds, new colors and new smells—some strange and even alien.

The physical and emotional adjustments I leave you to imagine;

that I did not turn tail and go back is almost literally due to my wife,

Eurwen, whose courage, endurance, and intelligence have been my
mainstay ever since.

The Durham to which we had come was physically very different

from the present. It was a comparatively isolated tobacco and

cotton mill town. Socially also the city was then different. Shortly

after we came, a black soldier on leave who had refused to go to the

rear of an overcrowded bus, because he was unable to, was shot to

death by the white bus driver. Although I had made a special study

of the United States for two years in grammar school, the notion

that the University would be segregated had not occurred to me. It

was two years before the fact of segregation in the University struck

home. A colleague invited me to speak to the clergy of Durham. At

the meeting there were two Blacks in the audience. I realized with a

pang that this was the first meeting in the Divinity School or in the

University in which I had addressed black people at all. Those were

the "good old days"!

Another social aspect I define as the battle between the crinolines

and the dungarees. In 1950 the South had not made up its mind to

accept industrialization. In those first days, Sunday mornings at

Duke Chapel were for us almost unreal. The ladies, from the town

and from the University, often wore crinoline dresses in blues and

pinks and yellows: for a dull Britisher the whole scene presented an

air of flimsy unreality. At the same time, economically the South

was in the embryonic stages of a new industrialization which has

since been transforming it. The dungarees have now won out over

the crinolines. Even though it had a dark side, as do all societies,

there was great charm in the old South. I hope that the crinolines

and the dungarees can strike a proper balance.

The physical and social and economic changes of these thirty

years are symbolized in the history of the airport. When we arrived

* This lecture is dedicated to Margaret and Charles Kingsley Barrett.
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in 1950, there was no airport at all. When we left tor Princeton in

1955, there was a small tin shed: a small plane took off two or three

times a week. We came back in 1966 on a DC- 10; now we can come
and go by jet. The industrial shift from the North to the South is

nowhere better illustrated than in the development of the Research

Triangle. During the same period came Sputnik and a man stepped

on the moon.
In addition to all this, "The times they were a'changin." I have

spent parts of each of the last three decades in this University, for a

total of twenty-one years. They have taught me how radical changes

can take place in a very brief time. Each decade has had its very

peculiar flavour. If I were to describe the decade after the Second

World War, I should use the term "the smug fifties." The war had

stimulated immense technological innovation. The inescapable

preeminence of the United States created a certainty about the

future. A general sense of contentment prevailed and by the end of

the decade a sense of international superiority. This was the period

when Ernest Bevin declared that in any situation, while the British

saw the difficulties, the Americans saw opportunities. The clouds

on the horizon were few. Racial tension had not yet impinged upon
the University. However, along with the simmering discontent of

the Blacks, the dark cloud of McCarthyism was in the air

—

inhibiting and intimidating. One of my first impressions of Duke
was of the absence of intellectual daring and political ferment.

When we turned into the sixties, the bonhomie was increasingly

eroded and finally shattered. Social cleavages between Blacks and

Whites especially became intense. The civil rights movement, Malcom

X and Martin Luther King, their assassinations and those of the

Kennedys, the burning of the cities, the war in Vietnam, led to

disillusionment and bitter criticism of the establishment. The smug
fifties gave way to the searing sixties.

The troubles in society invaded the universities. Two occurrences

stand out as illustrations of this. The first was at Union Theological

Seminary in New York. After a lecture, I was walking back to our

apartment— I can still vividly remember the scene and almost the

exact date in February of 1964—when one of my students ac-

costed me and asked: "Why do you become so excited about the

New Testament? What possible relevance can it have for our

times?" This was the first time that I had ever been asked to justify

my own New Testament discipline in a theological school. I was

shocked and knew then that strange change was in the air. The

other occurrence was here at Duke. One of my colleagues, walking

on this campus behind two Divinity students, overheard one of

them solemnly declare that: "We must destroy everything and
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begin anew." That was the fantasy of the sixties. If the smugness of

the fifties was an illusion, it was now replaced by the destructiveness

of the sixties, which was often a form of nihilistic madness.

And then came the seventies, a decade of sobering. At its

beginning, I happened to be teaching at Berkeley. Every day at

noon at the center of the campus there was an incredible diversity

of "isms" proclaimed with enthusiasm— Buddhism, Scientism,

Communism, National Socialism. In between the various booths

where these panaceas were mouthed, there were often fiddlers,

hippies, and even belly dancers. The whiff of marijuana and tear

gas was frequent. In a lower key, so was it at Duke. But the intensity

of concentration on the "isms" was the herald of a new sobriety

which gradually took over on the campuses. Outwardly the mid-

seventies sometimes recalled the fifties, although the peculiar

brand of smugness of the latter was no longer possible.

I shall not try to predict the ethos of the eighties. History does

reveal continuities but remains unpredictable. To look back on the

sixties and seventies is to realize that the U.S. has not been

greening but browning. One cannot forget the tragic suffering of

those war years and the horrendous human wreckage which the

drug culture left behind. They are the tears of things. But there

was also cause for hope. One may question the value of the new
permissiveness now accepted and the wisdom of such so-called

theologies as the Death of God and of Contextual Ethics. But there

are now black people— male and female— in colleges and univer-

sities where there were none before. This year the President of our

student body in the Divinity School has been a black woman. When
I came in the fifties, most of the few women students were confined

to courses in Religious Education. Most behaved with strained

timidity. There is still much room for improvement in the status of

women. But today males— their chauvinism exposed, tamed and

humbled— must often bow before the brilliance of some of our

female students.

Part II.

The Explosion of Knowledge

So far I have dealt with the changes in the general background of

my years at Duke. It is tempting to try to see whether development

of the theological and biblical studies in those years can be related

to those social, economic and political changes. But such an at-

tempt cannot be undertaken here, and I must confine myself to my
own discipline. Although I have shared in the rich theological life

of the Divinity School as a whole and admired what has been going
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on, I would not presume to speak of the excellence of the work

done by my colleagues in the other disciplines. In my own field of

Biblical Studies, the changes since I first came have been explosive,

a word to which I shall return. I will note three developments of

significance during the last three decades. Two are strictly literary

and textual; the third is more the outcome of the general academic

history of our time.

First, on the Hellenistic side, the Zenon Papyri and the Nag
Hammadi texts have been increasingly and intensively examined.

On the Jewish side, it is to be emphasized that two previously

known, generally (though in the case of the first to be mentioned

not exclusively) non-Christian sources have attracted increasing

scholarly attention. Documents constituting what used to be called

"The Inter-Testamental Literature"— the Apocrypha and Pseude-

pigrapha— have been and are being studied in new dimensions of

depth and breadth. Texts already known are being re-edited and

interpreted, as are others, previously unknown or little known and

certainly unexamined; the importance of Duke in this field needs

no comment. The results of such work cannot be predicted, but at

the very least they are certain to deepen very considerably our

understanding of the first century.

Secondly, simultaneously—and although doubtless mutually stimu-

lating, largely independently— there has been going on what some

consider a revolution in the approach to early Rabbinic sources

which have been used for the illumination of Paul. When I began

the study of Paul, although there did exist critical editions of

isolated texts, especially in Germany, and to a lesser extent in the

United Kingdom, the textual and historical-critical study of Rab-

binic sources was still comparatively little developed. Since that

time, there have been major developments. Critical editions of

Rabbinic texts are in process (many have already been published).

The nature of the Rabbinic traditions has been more and more

assessed and methods of Form and Redaction Criticism consciously

applied to them in a more deliberate way than previously. It is

probably no exaggeration to claim that under David Daube, Louis

Finkelstein, Saul Lieberman, and Jacob Neusner and others in this

country especially, the sources of Rabbinic Judaism are now being

exposed to critical scholarship with an intensity without precedent.

Meanwhile, Israeli scholars such as Chaim Albek, J. N. Epstein, D.

Flusser, S. Safrai, and E. E. Urbach, while often employing less

systematically the more recent methods of form and redaction

criticism, have pursued the more customary critical methods.

Thirdly, during these decades Departments of Religion, unat-

tached to the Christian churches, have been organized. These
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departments often branch out beyond the confines of the disci-

plines traditionally concentrated on in the older, church related

divinity schools and seminaries. The new departments have brought

secular disciplines— for example, structuralist, rhetorical, sociologi-

cal, psychological, anthropological, archaeological— to bear more

directly (even feverishly) upon the study of Religion. Any isolation

of Biblical and related, more secular, literary and other studies is

no longer possible. When I first came to Duke, the Department of

Religion was isolated and largely outside the Graduate program. It

was mainly manned by older professors who had taught at the

earlier Trinity College. When I left in 1955 it was to help in the

foundation of a Graduate Department of Religion at Princeton

University. That was the beginning of a flood which has not left this

University untouched. The present Department of Religion and

the Cooperative Program in Judaic Studies here speak for them-

selves.

What have been the results of these developments? First, a

general comment. The explosion of knowledge has been interna-

tional and has changed the geographical center of gravity of

Biblical Studies. Time was when American biblical scholars were

largely dominated by European scholarship, especially the German
and to a lesser degree the British. Even in the fifties, it was to

Europe that the major divinity schools and also Jewish seminaries

first turned to recruit senior faculty. Some American scholars were

then virtually reporters of German academic work. This has changed.

The explosion has burst asunder the geographic pattern of the

academic scene. American scholars no longer wait with bated

breath for the last German publication. A young German scholar

may now choose a post in Nashville over one in Gottingen! The
United States has been claimed to be probably the most influential

center for Biblical Studies. Or rather, I should say that the scene has

become so very international that no one center can now occupy

the position of dominance once held by Germany or Britain.

Significant work emerges in almost all countries from Japan to

Finland and from South Africa to South America. But American

academic prestige has grown pari passu with American world power,

sometimes as an appendage to it. Political and academic prestige

are often intertwined. In any case, American Biblical scholarship

has come of age. It is now mature enough, I hope, not to neglect

the ties with the older centers from which it has drawn in the past,

even if it no longer needs to follow upon them slavishly. At Duke in

these thirty years we have suffered from not having had a more

international variety of students to lend stimulus and difference.
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And now for more specific details. There are changes which have

revealed that the language of our foundation texts presents even

greater difficulties than previously recognized. Was Hebrew com-

monly spoken as was Aramaic in first century Palestine? Was

Mishnaic Hebrew not simply a language of the schools but of the

populace? How far had Greek and even Latin penetrated first

century Palestine? Geographical and archaeological complications

compound the linguistic difficulties of the Biblical documents. Can

these texts ever be adequately translated? The explosion of knowl-

edge has made even more acute the question once posed to me by

Professor C. H. Dodd. As chairman of the committee for the

production of the New English Bible, he had to write the preface for

it. At its close he wrote "The translators are as conscious as anyone

can be of the limitations and imperfections of their work. No one

who has not tried it can know how impossible an art translation is."

Before this was published, Dodd asked me whether, after thirteen

years engaged in the translation, he should retain the adjective

"impossible." Some of the committee members had objected to it. I

urged him to retain it and he did so. We were both bilingual and,

therefore, knew that translation is always a betrayal.

New developments in literary criticism such as structuralism and

semeiotics, to name only a few, offer new approaches to all texts

and open up new dimensions and vistas to challenge the domi-

nance of the historical-critical approach. One of my Duke col-

leagues recently asked me to reconsider the adequacy of that

approach as the only possible or dominant one and alternatives to

it. Symptomatic of the changes in the Biblical field is the fate of

Kittel's Worterbuch. Although it has serious deficiencies, it remains

a monumental achievement of German scholarship. But it is now

often neglected as inadequate, often for the wrong reasons. But be

that as it may, during these thirty years a new sophistication in

depth and subtlety and, through Comparative Literature, in com-

prehensiveness, has emerged to invade Biblical studies. It is too

early to predict the outcome. Perhaps, at the moment, it is easier to

point timidly and anxiously to dangers than to possibilities.

An even more important aspect of the explosion with which we

are concerned is its impact on any broad understanding of culture.

We have learnt during these thirty years to take more seriously the

difficulty for the understanding of any culture, especially in the

past, because of the reality of time. Time Hies, but it does not fly

without changing us. It is always difficult for any generation to

understand even the preceding one. How much more peoples and

communities in the far distant past? The Bible is an ancient

document. The recognition of the temporal difficulty of entering
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into the velocity and ever increasing acceleration of cultural change

in the last two centuries have thrust upon our attention the possibil-

ities of discontinuities in history and culture in a quite new way. For

illustration, words by Charles Galton Darwin in The Next Million

Years (Hart-Davis, 1952, p. 49) are a good point of departure.

"Culturally," he writes, "London in 1750 was far more like Rome in

A.D. 100 than like either London or Rome in 1950."

To turn to the impact of this on Biblical Studies: we have always

known that it is difficult to enter into the past with understanding.

But the Enlightenment and the explosion of knowledge— which

we have had and are still experiencing but which is difficult to grasp

fully because we are living in the midst of it— have produced a

scientific and cultural revolution of immense and ubiquitous pro-

portions, magnitude and depth. During the eighteenth, nineteenth,

and twentieth centuries, new sources for and knowledge of primi-

tive and other societies have been opened up: their riches are now

flooding in upon us. This cannot be exaggerated. Ours is the Age

of Information.

Two things about the nature of culture, pertinent to my disci-

pline, are often claimed to have become more and more clear.

First, human cultures have varied far more profoundly than was

ever previously thought possible. Each human culture differs in the

things each regards as self-evident. R. G. CoUingwood refers to

every civilization as being dominated by some "constellation of

absolute presupposidons" which determines the types of questions,

both practical and theoretical, all its members ask and seek to

answer. Every member of a particular culture finds its institutions

and practices an unquestioned and almost unquestionable part of

his or her life. Each society lives by the memory and the interpreta-

tion of its past, which it enshrines in aetiological stories and myths.

Each tends to develop its own language— the vehicle of its self-

expression. Unconsciously, especially through their own language,

the members of a culture interiorize that culture. An individual's

understanding of his very humanity and of his response in his

relationships will be largely conditioned by the institutions and

ideologies of the culture within which he is born. This applies also

to his understanding of the Divine. Any revelation of the Divine to

men, who dwell in history, will inevitably be historically condi-

tioned. It has to be in terms of assumptions and myths and even

institutions belonging to the particular culture within which it takes

place. No revelation can transcend culturally conditioned terms

altogether. Even the most revolutionary prophet or thinker must

speak in the language of his day.
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Secondly, each culture, it is claimed, hangs together in an

unmistakeable unity; it becomes a single, interrelated, indepen-

dent complex. The original words and actions of a person or a

group are only fully intelligible in the context of the cultural

situation in which they are first spoken or performed. Some claim

that the spirit and thought of one civilization are necessarily

incomprehensible to members of another. Louis MacNiece, al-

though a professional classical scholar, wrote about the Greeks:

These dead are dead

And how can one imagine oneself among them

I do not know
It was all so unimaginably different

And all so long ago.'

To understand the thoughts of other people, especially if they lived

in the very distant past, when our access to their minds is almost

exclusively through writings, is extremely difficult. We need to

know the assumptions and experiences which words leave unstated

because their cultural commonality is taken for granted. The full

interpretation of an ancient document is a laborious business

demanding skill and sensitivity. The process is familiar: it demands

the knowledge of the words used in an ancient text, in the light of

their basic original assumptions and presuppositions. It requires an

intuitive insight both at the stage of initial guesswork and at the

subsequent stages of interpretation. Even if few would disagree

that we can know something of what an ancient text intends to say,

we must be on guard: this is not to claim that we can get inside the

skins of men of a past age. And all this is vastly complicated when

two or even more cultures have interpenetrated as was the case in

the Biblical texts, especially those of the first century.

These thirty years have made clearer to me, then, that the task of

Biblical students is to understand in any depth what the Biblical

documents meant in their day, that is, to do justice to their

"pastness." The thought of the Biblical writers is to a large degree,

as Collingwood put it, "incapsulated."'^ That is, though perfecdy

alive, it apparently forms no part of the question— answer com-

plex which constitutes what we call the present. For example,

although one can understand the story of the creation in Genesis 1,

it is almost impossible to [eel the universe as it is presupposed to

have been by its author. And what of the more doctrinal elements

in the Bible which are part and parcel of the total world view of

which a flat disk earth is a part? And how are we to assess the

important doctrinal elements of the Bible if they are inextricably

bound up with the "total" view of a relatively primitive cultural
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group? Since they are so conditioned, can these elements even

when we understand them, provide enlightenment for our time?

Are Sir Isaiah Berlin and others right that cultural totalities are

entities so discreet that the attitudes and values of each are relative

to it alone and can afford no guidance to members of other

totalities? Literary critics have long recognized this problem and

ingeniously gotten around it. Paul Valery, for example, held that

once a work has appeared or been published— even a contempo-

rary one— the author's understanding of it has no more value than

that of any other: I can legitimately interpret it in my own way. Can

I as a biblical student be content with what the Bible meant in its

various cultural settings is one thing and what it means to us is

another, and that these two meanings can be separately pursued?

In a university setting, I can well conceive that many biblical

scholars would simply attempt to examine the Bible in its own

terms, in the totality of its own world. From a purely intellectual

point of view the necessity to understand the Bible in our terms

and to relate it to our present concerns would by no means be

obligatory or necessary. In that event the Bible could be treated

simply as one among other sacred books. On one level such a

treatment would be perfectly proper: it would constitute one phase

in the attempt to understand cultural, intellectual and religious

history. We can compare all this with what we find in classical

studies. As I have known them there are two kinds of classical

scholars, roughly the interpreters and the purists. To give exam-

ples, a famous English classicist of my day, R. W. Livingstone, wrote

Isooks on such subjects as the Relevance of the Greek Educational

or Ethical Ideals for twentieth century England; Gilbert Murray in

his public pronouncements on the League of Nations and other

questions sought to rederive guidance from the wisdom of the

ancient Greeks. Livingstone and Murray were sages. Over against

them, very vocally sometimes, stood classical scholars such as J. D.

Derniston who insisted that the search for relevance was no part of

the classical discipline. To them the work of such as Livingstone

and Murray was negligible, if not contemptible. I personally find

this distinction inadequate. In connection with the Bible, especially

in a divinity school, it becomes regrettable, though often it re-

appears among its students. My reasons for taking this position I

shall leave for a more appropriate occasion. Tonight I am con-

cerned with the challenges of these thirty years, not with my

response to them. But since it is this issue that has been engaging

me these thirty years, I raise certain questions. Is it true that the

Biblical world is in fact so encapsulated in the past that it is
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unintelligible to us and has little, if any, relevance for our twentieth

century?

I have wrestled with three possible responses to this fundamental

question. First, there is the standard objection to this view. In

outward matters, as in the conception of the size and age of the

universe, men of varying cultures differ. But still, it is claimed, in

their basic drives and needs, men have known the same primordial

experiences of guilt, pride, greed, fear, grief, temptation, as also

the same need for repentance, forgiveness and reconciliation. At

bottom we were told, and have believed, that human nature re-

mains unchangeably the same. Freud, for example, taught that the

human condition is invariable, fixed forever by the unconscious

drives of sex. Marx accepted the existence of constant or fixed

drives in human nature— that is, sex and hunger—which exist

under all circumstances and which can be changed by social condi-

tions only as far as form and direction are concerned. However, this

insistence on the continuity of human nature must be very care-

fully assessed. According to scientists, genetically the human spe-

cies takes about a million years to change. But this does not mean
that there are no fluctuations in human experience during that

period. The reason for this, as Marx saw, is that the rigid separation

of "human nature"— to use the term now without dealing with its

definition— from culture or nurture is precarious, indeed inad-

missible. Human nature reacts to and on culture and vice versa.

Even if there is an identity which with any precision can be called

"human nature,^' it does not and cannot exist in isolation. Nature,

nurture and culture are inseparable: they together constitute a

living process. Static categories of "human nature" are a denial of

the infinitely complex process which is life—human and other. In

fact, it has been questioned whether there is any such thing as an

unchangeable human nature. The very phrase is difficult to grasp.

I have been unable to find any significant discussion of its precise

meaning. Its roots lie in ancient Platonic assumptions about the

nature of human existence which are no longer possible for us. In

the light of recent anthropological work, if I understand it aright, it

would be hard to substantiate that there exists a universal, change-

less "human nature" as distinct from the hinnan genetic species, as

if all men always and everywhere participate in a kind of common
sensitivity or even substratiun of awareness which ensmes a com-

monality of experience across all ctiltural barriers. This question of

the precise definition of "human nature" in this connection I must

leave to the philosophers.

But even if we do give up the notion of a changeless human
nature must we not still claim that there are certain personal
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dimensions to all human experience which are universally com-
prehensible across the barriers of space, time and culture? Does
not the historian assume that the ambition of an Alexander the

Great or of a Napoleon, no less than that of a Nixon, is comprehen-
sible to him in terms of his own ambitions? Is not the corruption of

power, however variously expressed, always recognizable? Not to

make this assumption would be to render the writing of history

impossible. Moreover, in different cultures, often very widely sepa-

rated in space and time, certain situations and personalities are

often strikingly comparable. Let me illustrate. I read recently these

words: "His genius is to have united three forms of activity— those

of the poHtician, the bureaucrat, and the scholar." Of whom were
they written? Actually of Henry Kissinger, the court Jew of Nixon,
but they could also have been written of Daniel, the court Jew of
Nebuchadnezzar; of Josephus, the court Jew of Vespasian; of
Rothenburg, the court Jew of Bismarck; and of Queen Victoria's

Disraeli.

In this connection it is legitimate to emphasize the extent of the

materials available for the understanding of the Biblical worlds.

Pedersehs Israel— that amazing reconstruction of the Biblical world

of thought— could draw on very rich sources. Here again I turn to

the Classics for an illuminating contrast. One of the most frustrat-

ing subjects I had ever to study was the philosophy of the Pre-

Socratics. In the very early thirties, when I undertook this, there

was no convenient collection of the pre-Socratic fragments. I had to

go with endless labour through tidbits of statements by various

shadowy philosophers. Yet on the very fragmentary tidbits of texts,

Greek scholars built mountains of philosophy. John Burnet could

write at length on an isolated sentence from a pre-Socratic. Re-

cently Moses Hadas and James Willis' new translation of Frankel's

great work on Early Greek Poetry and Philosophy has been published

(Harcourt-Brace-Jovanovich). Contrast the confidence with which
scholars such as Burnet, Frankel, and Gregory Vlastos could recon-

struct worlds from a number of literary fragments with the hesi-

tancy with which Biblical scholars are asked to approach a large

body of comparatively coherent documents. If caution is necessary

in Biblical studies, there can also be an excess of caution.

The second consideration which suggests itself as to our com-
monality I have no competence to dwell upon but only to indicate.

Many now hold that all men always share in a common, primordial

world of symbols. These are not strictly conceptual, in the sense

that they are the products of human thought, but are rather part of
the givenness of the human condition. If this be the case— I must
appeal to those who know Levi-Strauss and his followers to inform
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us— the gulf between even the most simple primitive men and the

most sophisticated or civilized can be bridged. While there is much
in the Bible that is alien and encapsulated in the past, nevertheless,

its symbolic aspects participate in a primordial, universal realm of

nonconceptual discourse, the conceptual being not the only kind of

"truth." This is one reason perhaps why the Bible has been success-

ful in making its appeal across so many cultural frontiers over

centuries. Because its symbols are primordial they can transcend

immense cultural breaks. Thus Nazism, avowedly anti-Jewish and

anti-Christian, took up many symbols which are found in the Bible.

These are not only biblical but human. Hitler was the bread of life,

the living water, and the light of the world to the cheering Nazis in

the Colosseum of Nuremburg whether they were conscious of the

biblical milieu from which Hitler had immediately— and

unconsciously—drawn his symbols or not. A distinction has to be

made between primordial and seemingly universal symbols and

those pecuhar to particular discreet cultures. The Bible is replete

with both of these kinds of symbols. I note, for example, the

symbol of the Messiah is peculiarly Hebraic.

This reference to symbols characteristic of a particular culture

leads us to a third consideration. The fact is that even the symbols

peculiar to the Bible have so entered into the consciousness or

awareness of the West and indeed now of non-Western cultures that

we are all in varying degrees at home with them. Especially for

those who have been within the ambit of the Synagogue and of the

Church— those agelong agencies of Biblical continuity— the Bibli-

cal world is an amazingly familiar one despite its strangeness.

While on many levels it sets up barriers to our understanding, the

Bible still has an evocative power which satisfies with meaning: the

distinction between levels of response and comprehension is im-

portant. There are discontinuities between us and the ancient

world but, especially between the Biblical world and our culture,

also deep continuities, nourished by centuries of worship. It is these

that make it possible still to find in Homer and Shakespeare, in

Chaucer and Goethe, in Dante and T S. Eliot—and not only in

them but in the Koran, the Baghadvita and other ancient texts— a

living commonality.

The questions which these thirty years have raised about the

possibility of entering the Bible and re-entering with its light into

the present touch fundamentally on the specific role of a graduate

faculty in a Divinity School and in a Department of Religion. In an

extraordinary way here at Duke, School and Department can

stimulate and correct each other constantly and immensely. The

price of this is a deep mutual respect and eternal vigilance on both

sides. We should quite deliberately exploit to the full our rich
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contiguity for the benefit of us all. Provided this is never allowed to

degenerate into isolation, there may be and doubtless are disci-

plines in which the Divinity School faculty can more naturally and
indeed necessarily concentrate and others where the faculty of the

Department of Religion could do so. To recognize this more fully

might enable the Graduate School to use its resources more efficiently

and effectively. But be this as it may, there is in this Graduate
School a challenging and rare opportunity for the more traditional

disciplines and more recent ones to interpenetrate and to illumi-

nate each other. If we do develop our situation to the full, what
enviable possibilities open up for the future of this Graduate
School! For example, is it too much to hope that a fully equipped
Department of Near Eastern Studies could be encouraged here at

Duke to enrich still further our labours?

Part III.

The New Pluralism

So far I have concentrated on the external explosion of knowl-

edge. I come now to the impact of internal creedal and ecclesiolog-

ical factors. These are more difficult to assess. I was first tempted to

claim that in this sphere there has been least change. This would
not surprise historians: religion is notoriously conservative. Minor
changes are clear. For example, in 1950, a sect in Durham handled

and trod on snakes in its worship. Such a practice hardly continues

in this city. But another development would suggest the opposite.

Especially outside the major denominations, biblical conservatism

and even fundamentalism seem to have increased. They find

expression in ominous forms, in political and moral arrogance, in

the debate on Creationism and in the burning of secular books.

But if we take a deeper look, there have been developments
within the religious communions destined probably in time to

introduce radical theological change.

Unfortunately I have to generalize. The explosion of knowledge
has a twofold impact, one negative and the other more positive.

This is so because it has engendered a new appreciation of the

difficulties which arise from the place assigned to the Scriptures in

the very different religious traditions found within the Christian

churches. I concentrate on the Christian aspect of the problem
simply because of limitations of time. The same applies, mutatis

mutandis, to Judaism, Islam and the other major religions. I use

the term "the Christian tradition" broadly because it is a coat of

many colors. It reveals innumerable continuities and discontinuities

and confessional and cultural differences. But up to the end of the

eighteenth century there was an overarching awareness among all
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Christians that the Bible was the sacred Word of God. Patristic,

medieval, Roman Catholic, Orthodox and Protestant exegetes under

this awareness toiled. Their toil is to be honored and its fruits

cherished.

But although we are not always conscious of this, the various

exegetical traditions have placed between us and the Bible assump-

tions and conceptions which still further complicate our approach

to it. Up to the Enlightenment, the traditional Christian view was

that as produced by God Himself, the Bible could not contain

error; every one of its passages had a meaning and a truth to be

revealed; by and large, the historical circumstances of the emer-

gence of the various biblical documents did not much matter

because their source was God. Biblical statements were literally

taken to present historical, geographic and scientific truth; their

factual validity was assumed. Moreover, the varied data in the Bible,

if correctly understood, would form a coherent account of things.

For the communities of faith, the Bible was a depository of timeless

truths about this life and the world to come, of norms for belief and

conduct in the present. The significance of the classical creeds was

that they were attempts to formulate those truths. They were not

regarded as arbitrarily imposed but as the inevitable outcome of

the true interpretation of the Bible, which in turn was based on the

minutest exegesis. Orthodox dogma was an attempt to garner and

to formulate the results of exegesis.

This attempt was further complicated by non-biblical factors.

Early Christianity was once defined as a religion in search of a

metaphysic and eventually it found a fitting metaphysic in Western

philosophy in its various forms.

But all this meant that to the strictly exegetical creedal barriers,

between us and the Biblical texts was placed a further metaphysical

barrier. Graduate students of religion and ail readers of these

pages have probably escaped from fundamentalism as belief in the

inerrancy of the Bible. But most of us still unconsciously bring to

our reading of the Bible assumptions and attitudes mediated to us

through the different communions of faith to which we have

belonged. In this sense we are probably all fundamentalists. To
escape the literal fundamentalism of the Christian tradition is one

thing: to escape confessional fundamentalism is another, far more
subtle, matter. The religious communions, in which most of us

were brought up, were consciously or unconsciously often still

governed by the tradition and framework to which I have referred.

In many respects, probably most of them were not basically differ-

ent in their conceptual life from the communions of the period

before the Enlightenment. They took the text to mean what it said.

It is at this point that the changes in the theological world to which I
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now refer have immense significance. Apart from the Enlighten-

ment and the explosion of knowledge, two recent internal devel-

opments have introduced new dimensions to our engagement with

the Biblical tradition.

First, there is the growing impact of the black people on the

white custodians of the Biblical tradition. This is a major develop-

ment. Biblical studies in Europe and elsewhere already show the

influence of Blacks and the Third World. With a notable exception

in this School, and a few others, biblical students in this country

have as yet been largely uninfluenced by this. Doubtless more and
more is to come to reveal how blind we have often been to obvious

truths. Because they are so new, though old, the Black World and
the Third World will challenge much in traditional exegesis and
interpretation and possibly introduce a radical discontinuity in

them. This is the significance of the Black presence for Biblical

Studies. Just as black music and spirituality have done in the past,

we may hope that in time, the Black and Third Worlds will give

new vitality and enrichment to much Biblical and theological work.

We have the chance to call in these new worlds to readdress the

balance of the old White world. Sarah Freedman referred me to

the following passage in Arnold Toynbee's A Study of History:^

It is possible that the Negro slave immigrants who have found Christianity in

America may perform the . . . miracle of raising the dead to life. With their

childlike spiritual intuition and their genius for giving spontaneous aesthetic

expression to emotional religious experience, they may perhaps be capable of

kindling the cold grey ashes of Christianity which have been transmitted to

them by us until, in their hearts, the divine fire glows again. It is thus perhaps,

if at all, that Christianity may conceivably become the living faith of a dying

civilization for the second time. If this miracle were indeed to be performed by

an American Negro Church, that would be the most dynamic response to the

challenge of social penalization that had yet been made by man.

More immediately felt is the second development: the increasing

recognition by the religious communions of our day of an accepted

religious pluralism. The operative term here is "accepted." Differ-

ent interpretations of the Bible have co-existed previously. But in

the past each communion claimed to have the only true interpreta-

tion of the one infallible book. They often tolerated each other but

sometimes did not. Even within the universities— if they were

represented at all— they jealously eyed each other. Now many
religious communions— Christian and other— co-exist in mutual

respect, and often admiration. Heie at Duke, which as always been

strongly ecumenical, we have Jewish scholars who conduct a Judaic

Studies Program, Roman Catholic faculty members, not to speak

of representatives of other less marked communions. The increas-

ing openness and adventurousness of conservative students is very

noticeable. It was not always so. Although Duke had previously
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employed isolated Jewish scholars in the Department of Religion,

in 1950 the phenomena to which I now refer were hardly conceiv-

able. In 1980 we take them in our stride. Today, Jews, Christian

fundamentalists, Southern Baptists, and Eastern Orthodox— priestly

and lay—jostle each other. There are even Methodists! This fact I

isolate to enable me to pay tribute to and to emphasize the wide

and wise tolerance and generosity of the Methodist Church, to

which the debt this School owes is incalcuable. In the graduate

school all confessional movements— including the Catholic Church,

Judaism, Islam and Buddhism— tend to be treated as sectarian

variants of the universal phenomenon of religion. The ultimate

outcome of the constant traffic between all these traditions we can

only begin to assess: the wheels of God run so very slowly.

There are noteworthy aspects of this accepted pluralism. Posi-

tively it can be very enriching. For example, the immense influence

of Judaism on current New Testament scholarship is clear. The
attempt to understand Judaism has been in many ways the key to a

better grasp of the New Testament. 'And what should they know of

England, who only England know?" asks Kipling. To know one's

native land in depth one must leave so as to see it from afar. The
same can be true of a religious tradition. It is humbling to discover

in the light of other traditions that one's own has blinkers to be

discarded. But distance also gives perspective to lend a new en-

chantment to a religion— to one's own and others. The encounter

with varying traditions in the last 30 years has helped to show our

exegesis to be confessionally conditioned, partial, myopic, and

therefore inadequate. Any triumphalism on the part of any one

tradition has become immediately suspect. The result has been

that among many Biblical students, as among others, there has

been emerging a unity of attitude. In this, conventional denomina-

tional interpretations are not so much denied or by-passed as taken

up into a wider, more inclusive and tolerant understanding. Few of

those who have undergone serious Biblical study and theological

training find themselves wholly at home with their confessional or

denominational past. But has this freedom from parochial myopia

and blinkers provided ground for a common, deeper understand-

ing of the tradition which offers a basis for an overarching unity in

diversity comparable to that existing before the acids of the En-

lightenment had been at work?

This question leads to a possibly less positive aspect of our

pluralism. The unity emerging among Biblical and theological

scholars is a unity not of certainty but of dubiety or of uncertainty.

Witherspoon, the President of Princeton University in the late

eighteenth century, lay awake at night worrying that he had not
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imposed his religious convictions sufficiently on his students. His
modern counterparts lie awake afraid that they are not objective

enough and that they are too much imposing their own convictions

on their students. The new pluralism has removed intolerance

without as yet generating fundamental insights or commitment. I

reemphasize that the new pluralism has coincided with the explo-

sion of knowledge. These two related developments have com-
bined to erode certainty within all religious traditions, because just

as pluralism shook the trust in particular exegetical traditions, the

explosion of knowledge has questioned the historical grounds on
which all those traditions drew and the validity of which they

assumed.

The new pluralism of which I speak is to be sharply distin-

guished, then, from the multiplicity of confessional differences of
the past. Behind those differences— up to the Enlightenment
certainly and until very recendy— there was the common convic-

tion among all communions of the inspired, canonical, authorita-

tive and normative character of the Sacred Book. Differences

existed within a common universe of canonical theological dis-

course. That common conviction no longer unites the new plural-

ism. Is this one of those situations in which "Things fall apart; the
center cannot hold" because there is no one centre and often no
centres? A chaotic multiplicity has replaced a confessional multi-

plicity. A glance at the program of the earlier SBL and the more
recent joint programs of the SBL and AAR is eloquent of this

change. Often, though not always, the older confessional multiplic-

ity was— and where it now exists, often still is— rigid, narrow,
cribbed, confined, and confining. It sought to contain the ocean of
the transcendent in the buckets of neat theological categories.

However, the new pluralism can often become banal, trivial and
pretentious, like a fish in that ocean always keeping its mouth wide
open, afraid to shut it, and therefore never taking a bite. It has
often normahzed or domesticated the transcendent. This is not the
occasion to assess this phenomenon. If I should call the impact of
the new pluralism in this respect negative, there will be those of you
who understandably will not agree.

The reactions to the new pluralism among Biblical students
perhaps support my assessment of it as not necessarily positive. Let
me explain. Biblical Studies in the last thirty years can be seen
largely as attempts to come to terms with three facts: (1) our new
knowledge of the Biblical world; (2) the peculiar character of the
Biblical documents as written within and for communities of faith;

and the power of the various traditional interpretations of the Bible
by those communities both to illumine and to distort; (3) the
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inescapable changes which have occurred in modern scientific

culture. This last cannot be exaggerated. The movement of change

which began in the thirteenth century and, gaining momentum in

the Renaissance flowered into the Enlightenment, during these

thirty years has assumed revolutionary dimensions. In this sense

the extent and scale of modernity is beyond our grasp. It led C. S.

Lewis to refer to himself once as a Dinosaur. Very often as I

rummage in the dust of the first century and then turn on the TV.,

I confess to a similar awareness of an almost tangible atavistic

antiquity.

The engagement with all these questions can be traced in rather

clear stages. The claim to the "scientific" accuracy of the Bible had

first to be abandoned. Then the claim to the historical truth, or

factuality, of the Bible came under attack. The insecurity of claims

to the historical reliability of the Bible became more and more

manifest. Historicism seemed bankrupt. This bankruptcy then led

to the new stage usually referred to as Biblical Theology. In 1950 it

was historicism that dominated. Here at Duke there was a most

impressive concentration on textual criticism and on the Hellenistic

background of the New Testament.

But by now, so quickly do changes come, the comparatively

comfortable and confident days of Biblical Theology too have

largely come to an end. Looking back on that movement, its virtues

are evident. It introduced into Biblical studies fructifying vitality.

But one is now also conscious of its many weaknesses. It was

sometimes the child of ecumenical enthusiasm which was a typical

mark of the period. When I was first at Duke, the quest for a unity

of the Christian communities behind their diversity created a

desire to find such a unity in the Biblical sources themselves and

led to an emphasis on the Kerugma as providing such unity. We
now recognize that contemporary theological and ecclesiastical

movements dictated much of our biblical scholarship, that the

discovery of the Kerugma was possibly not so much the result of

objective, scientific study of the New I estament as of well defined

theological and ecclesiastical concerns, however unconsciously these

may have been at work. The enthusiasm for the Kerugma was often

more marked by ecumenical enthusiasm than by exegetical exacti-

tude. Biblical Theology is suspect on other grounds: the selectivity

of its use of the sources, its arbitrary selectiveness in dealing with

various motifs, and— in its later stages as practised by many who
had not undergone the discipline of strict exegetical work— its

somewhat glib indifference to linguistic and lexicographical nuanc-

es. Under the work of such scholars as James Barr, the neat

categories of this Theology came to be dissolved.
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But there was also another aspect to this, which I now realize was

more regrettable. In those early days at Duke, when Biblical

Theology was being introduced, perhaps the smugness of the

fifties invaded our work more than we realized. It is not that we

were complacent before the tensions and evils of society, but that

the climate of the times, especially I think in this country, lent a

certain naivete to our own confidence. Perhaps I am speaking only

of myself when I say this, but I have a suspicion that at that time we
understood that our task as biblical students was to master the

biblical texts (I use the word "master" advisedly), to discover their

underlying message and by discovering it, to be in possession of

what this world needed, that is, biblical truth. Our task was to be

immersed in the Bible and then to confront the world directly with

it. Preaching and teaching was aimed at reproducing or reconstitut-

ing in our time the crisis which the biblical events and biblical texts

had constituted in their time. To put it in other words, while we

talked much about sin, we did not grasp the depths of it, either in

ourselves or in society, nor did we grasp the depths of the gulf

between the biblical world and the contemporary world. We as-

sumed it was enough that the presentation of the biblical message

of itself would be self-authenticating and would convict the world

of sin and of judgement. I am drawing all this in hard and fast

colors but I do not think that it is a distortion of the situation. I look

back with not a little dismay at my innocence as a biblical student in

those days, when I mistook a confidence born of ignorance for the

truth.

In self-defence I must remind you that the kind of confidence

which characterized Biblical Theology was reflected in and per-

haps in a very subtle way induced by the general theological climate

of the fifties. The names of Brunner, Barth, Tillich and Niebuhr

will recall the giants of those days who produced intricate and

elaborate systems of theology and ethics which were thought to

measure the dimensions of the human predicament and of its

redemption. Cynicism is cheap and I would not be understood as

denigrating the giants. One of them, Reinhold Niebuhr I counted

as a close friend. Nor am I unaware of the scintillating brilliance of

Paul Tillich. It would be unthinkable to speak of such men as naive

in any way. But this being recognized, I cannot but recall the

remarks of a Jewish scholar at Princeton when we were once

discussing Tillich. To my amazement then, but not now, my
colleague was amused that Tillich should imagine that he could

construct a system adequate to comprehend the complexity of the

human situation. And biblical students were not immune to the

influence of what we now see to have been a too confident systema-
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tizing tendency. By now the old giants are gone from the theologi-

cal scene. Great as was their contribution, they had also probably an

inhibiting effect on younger scholars. In recent years with their

departure we have seen an uninhibited plethora of theologies

which have certainly not been as systematic, not as learned, and not

as profound as those of Niebuhr, Tillich and Barth. There is a

parallel— probably not unrelated— between what has been going

on in the theological world, which has become fecund but also

fragmented and broken and partial, and in biblical studies follow-

ing the passing of such figures as Bultmann and Dodd.
The situation which has emerged during the last two decades is

so complex— not to say chaotic— that any quick summary must

distort. I can only briefly suggest certain broad impressions of this

period now facing us after the demise of Biblical Theology. First,

there is a far greater awareness of the vast difficulty of interpreting

the Scriptures and a disinclination to present or to take too seri-

ously large-scale interpretative and systematic studies of Biblical

Theology. The mistake of my generation, as I stated, was to think

that all we needed was to grasp the meaning of the Bible and then

to present that meaning directly to the world: we underestimated

the gulf between us and the Biblical world and between us and the

modern world. Secondly, partly as a result of despair at ever

reaching historical certainty about the central moments of the

Bible, recent attention has been increasingly paid to the language,

the literary forms, the symbols and myths, and stories which the

Biblical documents exhibit more than to the theology. The me-

dium tends to become the message: substance is often sacrificed for

form. Compare, for example, the theses written here in the fifties

by students with their later publications. If used temperately in

conjunction with older methods, I do not doubt that much enlight-

enment is to be gained from the multiple new disciplines of literary

criticism. I only wish I were twenty years yoimger to share in it.

More immediately important to me has been a third recent

development to which I refer, again as part of the explosion of

knowledge. Today one is tempted to detect a fascinating return,

mutatis mutandis, to concerns that occupied students in the past.

The new pluralism which suspects "certainty" verv paradoxically

seems to be evoking responses that echo those of the past, when
certainties prevailed. First, there is emerging a new emphasis on

strictly historical, political, economic and sociological data as significant

for the interpretation of the Scriptures. This is reminiscent of the

Cambridge three and of the Chicago School of an earlier day. I

think particularly of seminars such as that on Antioch and the

Sociology of the Pauline epistles in the SBL meetings. Along with
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this, goes renewed concentration on source criticism as here at

Duke on the source criticism and on the milieu of the Fourth

Gospel and on the Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha. True, the

historical concentration of recent New Testament workers has a

somewhat new focus. Earlier sociological research was governed by

the quest for the historical Jesus; recent research is concerned with

the whole "event" which constituted the emergence of the Chris-

tian Church within which Jesus of Nazareth is only one source of

dynamism among others. The problem of Jesus tends to be seen

more and more as part of a larger complex and tends to be treated

en passant and as insoluble.

It is true that the sociological approach to the New Testament no

longer consciously, at least, understands the Bible over against any

accepted traditional metaphysical framework. It looks at Scripture

radically in the light of categories derived from pertinent contem-

porary disciplines. Nevertheless, this tendency to emphasize the

historical and the sociological does constitute a kind of return to

earlier historical interests.

But all these pluralistic developments have in turn very recently

reopened in a radical way the question of the Canon. I cannot

discuss the emerging Canonical Criticism at the tail end of an

already long lecture. I note only two developments which seem

diametrically opposite. A plea has been made for a new discipline

of what is called the Canonical Theology or Exegesis of both the

Old and the New Testaments: the understanding of the Bible

demands the recognition of its peculiar function within the life of

the "People of God" as supplying its understanding of its own
existence. From this point of view the study of the Bible is again

being firmly planted within the life of the People of God. The
categories or stories employed by them for the explication of their

own self-understanding receive central and concentrated attention.

This does not exclude the criticism of such categories, but does

simply imply their validity as adequate for the purpose of the

self-definition of the People of God. So far the reinterpretation of

those categories on any large scale— as far as I am aware— has not

been attempted. Canonical criticism is in its infancy.

On the other hand, some scholars (at Oxford especially) speak of

the "curse of the canon" by which they seem to mean that by

isolating and elevating the documents of the canon as authorita-

tive, the Jewish and Christian communities have tragically imposed

upon themselves categories which are stumbling blocks and which

must be abandoned. Of the realities of the determining influence

of the Canon upon our understanding of the Jewish and Christian
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faiths there can be no question. Whether this is of necessity tragic is

more open to question.

The polarization introduced into the approach to the Bible by

these two developments is, in my judgment, unnecessary. It is

possible to recognize the importance of the fact that both Judaism
and Christianity have understood themselves in terms of a specific

canon. It follows that their canons have a peculiar or central

importance for their interpretation. But it is equally clear that the

canons themselves—both as totalities and in their several documents

— are only explicable in terms of the cultures within which they

emerged so that the isolation of the study of the Canon from that

of the whole range of the contemporary literatures and cultures

becomes regressive. In reading the opposing views in this matter

one is reminded of Luther's complaint that we are always like a

drunken man on a donkey: however propped up, he cannot sit

straight but must fall down too heavily on one side or the other of

the beast. To be sober is to achieve balance. The question I would

hke to pose is this: following the chaotic aftermath of the death of

Biblical Theology in the fifities and early sixties, are we now coming
full circle and turning again to the essential questions raised by the

Enlightenment, which we earlier dismissed too easily? Canon,

History, and Authority. Lest we too quickly answer this in the

affirmative, I note that there are also those who now speak of "the

curse of t..e Canon." Time forbids further treatment of the way in

which I have tried to respond to the challenges of the explosion of

knowledge of the new pluralism.

However, I ask you to ponder the phrase: "the explosion of

knowledge." I did not coin it: it is common property. Is it al-

together felicitous? If it is an accurate description of what is going

on, there is room for caution. An explosion makes a giant noise;

but noise does not always make sense. An explosion is accompanied

by a great flash of light; but this is more often blinding than

illuminating. An explosion makes a big hole to remove useless

encumbrances, but at the same time it scatters debris which takes a

long time to settle, and darkens the sky. It was Academia that made
the Holocaust possible; there can be a Hiroshima in Academia. In

this explosion, however, I envy the current generation of students.

Bliss it is in the Age of Information to be alive, to be young must be

very heaven. How I wish I could enter with them into the twenty-

first century. My sympathies go out to younger students. Ihey can

so easily be numbed by it, deafened by its noise so that the still,

small voice cannot be heard, blinded by its very light and choked by

its falling debris, in an avalanche of articles, books, and even

encyclopedias that create "log jams" of knowledge. There is a
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wisdom that we all may lose in information. I pass on to you the

comfort of the words of the Aboth:

It is not given (or expected of) thee to complete the task: it is not given (or

expected of) thee to desist from the task.

In this yet one more explosion in human affairs I have been

sustained by the Epistle to the Hebrews (12:27): 'And this word 'Yet

once more' signifieth the removing of things that have been created

(and can be shaken) that that which cannot be shaken may remain."

And what remains in a Graduate School of Religion? It is the

amazing "sacred" texts and the witness they bear to the mysterium

tremendum which lies behind our religious tradition.

But there is a final word. I have avoided making these reflections

ad homines but they are no less personal for that. These thirty years

have given me the inestimable privilege of sharing the life of this

country and of this community of faculty and students engaged in

the study of religion at Duke in the Divinity School and in the

Department. Few can have been so fortunate as I in the Deans and

Directors under whom I have served, in my colleagues in Biblical

Studies and especially in my own New Testament section, and also

in all the other disciplines. I do not forget the administrative staff

and particularly the two secretaries who have served me so faithful-

ly. And then, how can I be grateful enough for those amazing

students whom this land and this school have given and are giving

me, as remarkable for their courtesy and kindness as for their

ability, a source of great pleasure and pride. When I think of the

things I have done and ought not to have done and of the things

that I have not done but should have done, I can only say: Kurie

Eleson. And for the patience, the stimulus, tolerance and even

indulgence which I have found here, these thirty years,

Deo Gratia.
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Institutional Integrity of the Church:

An Inquiry

Robert E. Cushman

/. The Question Before Us

The Conference Board of Church and Society has been thinking.

It poses a question about "the institutional integrity of the church."

Evidently, it refers to its own parent body - The United Methodist

Church. Even thus delimited, the question is so wide-ranging in

both subject matter and complexity as to be overwhelming for any

one inquirer to tackle and for a nest of reasons.

First, to pose a question of the institutional integrity of The
United Methodist Church and require answer is to presume com-

mand of an immense spectrum of variegated facts from the local

church through the multifarious structures of the connectional

system, the managerial orders, the conference structure, and, well

beyond these, and more to presuppose conversancy with both the

historic and contemporary theological standpoints and trends cur-

rently in ferment. Of the countless so-called "facts," one must ask

which of them today are really symptomatic and, so, reliably

indicative of the present restless state and temper of the church.

Secondly, any significant answer to the question about the "insti-

tutional integrity of the church" requires reliable definition of the

same. But a merely sociological or sociopolitical understanding of

"institutional integrity" will not, forthwith, necessarily supply such

a one as will be either adequate or fully appropriate to the church,

however true it is that the church is indeed classifiable as an

institution.

Hence, in the third place, "institutional integrity" of the church

may well involve a theological and faith-standpoint, primarily, by

reference to which its "institutional integrity" must finally bejudged,

since, primarily, the church is answerable to God rather than men
- at least, so once we were taught.

Anyone can see that all this is indeed a large order It really

requires a working team, including no doubt: a sociologist, a

political theorist, at least two church historians, and a theologian -

perhaps several of these! From such sustained collaboration a

composite result might ensue of greater truth - value and, so,

usefulness. It is because this kind of colloquy is rare indeed for the

handling of such inatters that we are recurrently assailed by sundry

published assessments of the present state of the churches but
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remain short of genuine enlightenment as to some current mal-

aise. And, it is for this reason that I am reluctant to add another
essay to the potage or to join the ranks of the pamphleteers. If I

have yielded to insistent urging, I have, at least, sounded ample
warning of probable failure while, at least, I try to be orderly in my
effort to tread softly among great obscurities.

Much as former President Gerald Ford lately acknowledged that

the country was in "serious trouble," so also an eminent Methodist
theologian of mature discernment lately acknowledged "that the

United Methodist Church is in deep trouble." The latter did so in

the course of dissendng from the explanations of and remedy for

that trouble on the part of a Methodist sociologist of religion. The
sociologist idendfied certain factors operative in the life of the

church subversive, as he believed, of the church and its presumed
objectives and mission. Between the Methodist sociologist of reli-

gion and the Methodist theologian was a twofold disagreement.

They were: (1) the real causes of "deep trouble" and (2) the

requisite cure. There was scarcely disagreement about the fact of
some "deep trouble." In a word, the eminent theologian did not
regard the causal factors put forward by the sociologist as truly

symptomatic and, thus, adequately indicative of the roots of "deep
trouble" in the church. Accordingly neither could he consent to the

proposed cure {The Circuit Rider, November-December, 1980).

The Board of Church and Society of the Holston Conference has

lately also given thought to some aspects of the alleged "deep
trouble." It is asking whether the problem is not one of "institu-

tional integrity" and whether troubles besetting the United Meth-
odist Church suggest a want of such integrity. This, then, is the

proffered hypothesis to be examined in context with a view to

validation, modification or rejection. If this is a fair statement of
the assignment, then the first task seems to be better to understand
what is properly meant by "institutional integrity"; second, what
the phrase means applied to the church as institution, and, thirdly,

what it means as applied to The United Methodist Church in

particular. We shall find that, in succession, the tasks become more
difficult with each step as we move from the general to the

particular, that is, especially our own case. The reasons for this are

interesting but, here, cannot detain us.

2. Of Institutional Integrity: Clearing the Hypothesis

We must now face the question what it is we may reasonably and
properly mean by the phrase "institutional integrity." For the lime
being we shall set aside the word "church" to which it is to be
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applied. We shall consider the phrase generically, since it refers to a

quality and status which is equally applicable to any institution,

whether school, hospital, business establishment, or government

itself. At the moment, we are concerned only to define plausibly

"institutional integrity." This denotes the integrity that may apper-

tain to a structured social organism or organization devoted, as

instrument, to certain acknowledged ends, laudable or not, and

with relation to which some men and women are, as it were, prime

movers and managers. As the legendary mafia is an institution so is

the church, however disparate the ends and organization for

implementation.

So much for the adjective "institutional," what of the noun it

modifies — the word "integrity." In using it, what may we reason-

ably and, therefore, properly mean by the word? The fact that it is

common parlance requires attention to prevailing usage. In Web-

ster's Collegiate Dictionary - employed for the sake of my conve-

nience - I find three cognate but distinctive meanings supplied.

Integrity is defined as: (1) unimpaired condition, i.e., soundness

(applicable to things, persons or institutions); (2) adherence to a

code of moral, artistic or other values (restricted to end-directed

behavior, i.e., of human beings individually or collectively consid-

ered); and (3) the quality or state of being complete or undivided,

i.e., completeness (unity is not limited to persons and institutions

but is applicable to inanimate or animate things also). The inter-

pretations in parenthesis are mine.

Now it is, of course, true that dictionary definitions vary -some-

what from one another and that, for many reasons, they are not

absolutes. Yet they are regularly the findings of sustained endeavor

to consult the common mind of literate users of the language.

Enlarging, then, upon these rudiments supplied by Webster, we may
generalize as follows: Integrity is soundness of constitution or

order. In the sphere of human affairs, it is adherence to laudable

values or ends (which excludes the mafia, et al). Lastly, it is charac-

terized — perhaps in consequence - by a certain completeness or

wholeness of being and as pertaining to any species.

Institutional integrity, then, is a species of integrity applicable to

a human and social organism. Hence, it is qualified by orderly

soundness, adherence to values or ends appertaining to its distinc-

tive purposes. Furthermore, institutional integrity usually mani-

fests itself in functional coherence and outward unity of expres-

sion. As a corollary or inference from the above, we might say that

any institution may possess integrity insofar as its structural order

(involving governing principles) is conducive to the advancement

of its own acknowledged and distinctive ends, if laudable. Con-
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versely, we might say that institutional integrity is endangered and
erodes insofar as the structural order is not such as to advance the
same acknowledged ends. In the latter case - whatever its distinc-

tive ends or purpose - the institution is no longer true to itself. It is

self-betrayed and may, in virtue of inertial tendencies within, be
self-destructive. This is "deep trouble" because it is self-incurred.

Thus, the state, as insdtution is in "deep trouble" insofar as the
common good, that is justice, is not assured equally for all citizens

by law or is frustrated in the courts.

3. Institutional Integrity of the Church in Historical Perspective

As we turn next to consider the church in general we shall do so,

first of all, in historical perspecdve. That the church is an institu-

tion among others is surely a common-place of the study of church
history. It is true that only in the recent past has the church been
studied simply as a social phenomenon by the social sciences. Such
studies have contributed not a little to better understanding of the
church in relation to state and culture, the processes of accultura-
tion commonly at work in the church, and some attendant internal

tensions and dynamics that often follow.

But before the close of the first generation, the church was
already conceived by St. Paul as a social organism and was so
described in Romans 12:4-8 and 1 Corinthians 12:12-31. There the
church is viewed as the "body of Christ" in the world. It is a
corporate organism of many members. They are complementary
one to another They are possessed of a common loyalty to a

common Lord and a graduated order of leadership of which,
however, Jesus Christ is the Head (Eph. 4:15 and Col. 1:18).

The presiding purpose of this society is an unlimited incorpora-
tion of all humanity - Jew or Greek, bond or free, male and
female - into its ranks. This is so that, through Christ, God, the
Father, "may be everything to everyone" (1 Cor. 15:28, RSV). This
would be the rule of God in the human world, the regnum Dei; and,
to this end, God himself has drawn near in the message and
mission of Christ. In human beings the outcome to be looked for,

in Paul's view, is a hitherto unknown "righteousness of God" by
faith, that is forgiveness of sins (Rom. 3:2 If.). But it is more, for in

those reconciled to God, the banishment of alienation becomes also

"the righteousness of God" in them or "newness of life" (2 Cor.
5:20). Hence, the Apostle affirms, and John Wesley kept insisdng
that, "if anyone is in Christ he is a new creation" (2 Cor. 5:17).
Accordingly, the church represents a renovated society with mis-
sion for further renovation, since, as Paul declared of the church:
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as now we are reconciled to God, so, to us also is given "the ministry

of reconciliation" (2 Cor. 5:18).

On the Pauline view of the church - and recalling the marks of

institutional integrity according to Webster's account - the soundness

of the church seems to be its renwated life through and in Christ. Its

distinctive adherence is to the way of renoiiation as known through the

word-deed of Christ, that is, faith. And, finally, the wholeness or

unity of the church is its common mind and praise of God - the

matter spoken of by Paul as "the mind of the Spirit," which also,

according to the Creed, is the uniting ground of "the communion

of the saints."

On these premises there is, quite evidently, a distinctive institu-

tional integrity that belongs to and is constitutive of the church. It is

both scriptural and rooted in the tradition. Manifestly, too, it is

grounded in a faith-standpoint both profoundly Theocentric and

Christocentric. Therefore, through the ages it has been the com-

mon confession of Christians that the church is not self-constituted

or self-authorized and not, therefore, an autonomous but a theono-

mous institution. And, if theonomous, then finally accountable to

God in Christ rather than to men or to human culture.

4. Institutional Integrity of the Church Today - Some Test Cases

If the soundness of the church - its adherence to its own

distincdve norms and ends - and the shape of its wholeness has

long been defined in the manner noted, how does it stand with the

church as we know it today? If both Scripture and tradition provide

standards of institutional integrity, what may we say, not of the

Church Universal, but of the church of American Protestantism,

including our own in particular? What of the institutional integrity

of this church?

At last we are getting near to the question posed by the Confer-

ence Board of Church and Society. It was the hypothesis for

examination, viz: whether alleged "deep trouble" in our church

might not reflect ailing institutional integrity at some points. So we

now ask: If indeed there are long recognized marks of soundness

of the church, proper adherence to known norms and characteris-

tic wholeness of life, are these marks present or in what measure

absent from the church today as we perceive it?

Of such marks, for example, St. Augustine in his City of God -

and in contrasting it with the "city of earth" - characterized the

latter as impelled by the "love of power" whereas the church is

rightly prompted by the "power of love," that is by the spirit of

Christ its Lord. Is it not the case, however, that we have less trouble
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verifying a "love of power" as a customary mark of the "earthly

city" than of verifying, in the case of the empirical church, a

characteristic adherence to the "power of love?" No doubt it is this

that led Augustine to contemplate the likelihood, that the "world"

is also in the church as, surely, the church is in the world.

Insofar as this disparity between the norm and actuality in the

practicing church of all ages has multiple instances, as indeed it

does, it raises several cautions. One, for example is to be noted in

the difference John Wesley regularly stressed - yet ignored by

Luther - between justification as liberation from the "guilt of sin"

and from the "power of sin." Without the latter, in Wesley's view, a

true Christian life is hardly begun and, surely, has little promise of

"going on to perfection." It is further to be recalled that Wesley

viewed the Christian life as one empowered "by faith that works by

love." So Wesley angered and scandalized not a few contemporaries
- in and out of the established Church - by asserting that where
the fruits of "faith working by love" are absent or deficient, so faith

itself- to the measure of this defect - is counterfeit. Viewed in the

large, this was Wesley's reluctant estimate of the church of his day.

By such norms as Wesley applied from Scripture and Articles and
Homilies of the Church of England - thus its very own standards -

the church was found untrue to itself and so in "deep trouble." It

was, therefore, by its own principles of institutional integrity defec-

tive and found wanting.

Now then, what can we fairly say about the church of our own
day, and in particular our own? In section two above - we found it

to be sound insofar as its structural order (including its operational

principles) proves condusive to its own acknowledged and distinc-

tive ends. Conversely, that, insofar as this is not the case, the

institutional church is in "deep trouble" precisely because its dis-

function or incoherence is self-incurred. Let us now apply this

generalization in several cases. First, we shall touch upon a few

areas of contemporary uncertainty or controversy in the church,

secondly, upon one or two that seem rather ignored. We shall

proceed, furthermore, on the Augustinian finding that, however
troublesome it is, the "world" remains in the church as, also the

church remains in the world.

5. Some Test Cases in Doubt

1. Of Worship and Work: As St. Paul enjoined the "brethren" in all

ages to present their "bodies as living sacrifice" acceptable to God as

their "spiritual service" (Rom. 12:1), so it appears that there may be
institutional integrity in the church if the liturgy of common
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worship is in fitting unison with the liturgy of life and work. Little is

more erosive and disruptive of institutional integrity of the church

than the divorce of worship from mission, from social responsibili-

ty, or the work of the church on behalf of the neighbor or the

neighborhood. To accent the first without attention to the latter is,

plainly, disregard or defiance of Jesus' insistency upon the insepa-

rability of the two "great commandments." Yet in the church there

is a perennial inertia that accents the first over the latter or I'ice versa

and, thus, imperils the soundness of the church today as yesterday.

2. Of Piety and Conscience: A species of the same problem in

different phraseology is a recurrent division in the church insofar

as partisanship for "vital piety" unmatched by a troubled con-

science, or social concern, is confronted by the partisanship of the

troubled conscience untouched by piety. Here, again, the absence

of a salutary unison of services to God and man is disruptive. It was

noted by Jesus. On the Jericho road, the priest and Levite stood in

sharpest contrast with the Samaritan; but, also, there was no

reciprocity between them. The price of this segregation is high. For

the Levite, it is the impoverishment of worship condemned by all

the prophets. Where, to the contrary, only the moral consciousness

prevails, there Christianity tends to reduce itself to ethics and even

to a species of humanism. In the patronage of either extreme, the

Gospel and, thus, the integrity of the church is self-defeated. Faith

if it is bona fide, Wesley insisted, "works by love."

3. Sub-Christian Self-Understanding: In the measure that such

contradictions ferment unresolved in the churches, as they do, we

are faced with a surprising anomaly. It notifies us of sub-Christian

understanding or of theological illiteracy shared alike by opposing

parties. Insofar as "vital" or "charismatic" piety is ethically insensi-

tive, a corrective no less emphatic than John 4:20 applies: "If

anyone says 'I love God' and hates his brother (or neighbor), he is a

liar, . .
." But perhaps the rebuke is muted, as church history

suggests, in that, as a corporate lie, for it tends to become such, ill-will

easily takes the form oi' indifference rather than of positive hatred of

the neighbor. As such, it is easier to overlook, since, in practice, it

takes the form of silence toward manifestations of societal injustice

and fosters the cliche about the church not meddling in politics. At

the opposite pole, the reduction of Christianity to ethics or social

action is also sub-Christian for it is unmindful of Jesus' admonition

that love of neighbor has its only sufficient reason and, likewise,

empowerment by way of vital and entire sonship to God the Father

In either case, there is theological illiteracy that subverts the

integrity of the church by fostering inner contradiction.
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4. Culture as Challenge or Acculturation of the Church: Church
history reveals that, in the world, accommodation to culture is a

recurring temptation of the church. It is perilous to the integrity of

the church in the measure that culture is not perceived by the

church as perpetual challenge, or in the measure that the challenge is

ignored or evaded by accommodation to it. Of the latter Jesus said:

"It shall not be so among you" . . . (Mk. 10:43). On this point 19th

century evangelical Christianity in America was quite clear-headed.

It accepted culture as challenge in some part, namely, to Chris-

tianize it after a fashion. Likewise, early 20th century Protestantism

perceived culture as a challenge viewing it as candidate for the

Kingdom of God. It even spoke in the high-water mark of the

missionary movement of "winning the world for Christ."

Today a quite different perspective and temper seems abroad in

the church. The massive phenomenon of diverse world-cultures -

some in revolution - and also a plurality of values, life-styles, and
goals within a single culture, our own, disposes many to acceptance

of cultural pluralism. No more is this seen as a challenge for Christ

and his church but, rather, sufficient reason for a new religious

ecleticism. We may ask how this comports with the mandate of the

historic Gospel or the integrity of the church in its message and
mission to the end that, through Christ, God "may be everything to

everyone"?

5. Christ and Culture: For the historic church the perennial

challenge of culture in its societal expressions has been an under-
standing of human sinfulness and, attendant thereon, an ingrained

propensity of men and nations to be accountable finally only to

themselves. This lust for autonomy expresses itself in degrees of
vehement self-affirmation. Nietzsche righdy called it the "will to

power." On the contrary, the church is under a quite different

mandate, that of its Lord - not the love of power but the power of
love. So the church speaks against culture at its roots in the name of
a higher Authority - acknowledged or unacknowledged by a

culture in its given societal expression. For a number of reasons

appertaining to the history of our American society it has not been
widely observed that Christ against culture is always an inherent

possibility. Among us, various versions of our "civil religion" have
baptized culture. Hence, American Christianity has been some-
what deceived. White House prayer services have lately advanced
the deception, and TV preachers have fostered it also.

But insofar as the church is unprepared to speak as emissary of
higher divine Authority, it relinquishes its conferred authority,

echos the pluralistic society, and is self-deprived of its reason for
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being. Its integrity being compromised, it is indeed in "deep

trouble" leaving a vacuum to be filled by "civil" religions.

6. Of Salvation: The Task of the Church: Adherence to its own

distinctive norms and ends, as we have seen, is a mark of the

wholeness of the church. Is there in the church today such a ruling

consensus regarding the chief objectives of institutional endeavor?

By the standard of Paul's Gospel or of Wesley's understanding,

salvation is a primary end, and it entails not only justification, that

is forgiveness of sins, but a new righteousness, even a "new cre-

ation." Its consummation, as viewed by St. Paul, comes to be when

God is "everything to everyone." This is a theonomous human
existence.

It is perhaps not clear that, in the church as we know it, this

desideratum is paramount. Regarding itself. The United Methodist

Church is on record somewhat to the contrary. It acknowledges

that, of "the theological spectrum" within it, opinion "ranges over

all the main-stream options and a variety of special interest theolo-

gies as well" {The Book of Discipline , 1980, Pt. II, Para. 69, Sec. 3, p.

73). Commendable as this may be for honesty, such a confession is

not equally reassuring on the count of doctrinal integrity. The fact

is that the so-called "main-stream options" as well as "the special

interest theologies," when fully understood, are markedly divided

over disparate views with regard both to the nature of salvation and

the way to it. In our time in the churches salvation has been

psychologized, socialized, politicized, ethnicized, ecologized, fem-

inized, eclecticized and relativized and, often, beyond recognition

by the norms of the received Gospel. If, for example, its conception

has any even remote relation to Pauline "justification by faith," it

seems to be justification merely of salvation, there probably has

been no time in the history of Protestantism when intramural

ambiguity has more nearly eclipsed any consejisus fidelium within

the churches on this subject. To this circumstance I am not aware

that The United Methodist Church is a clear exception. On the

standards of institutional integrity, as defined by Webster, such a

condition, if actual, approximates to bankruptcy of institutional

integrity of the church.

6. Summary

The foregoing investigation of institutional integrity of the church,

and of The United Methodist Church in particular is, doubtless,

incomplete. Of marks of the church only a sampling has been

taken among very many others unattended. Methodologically,

however, our study has, hopefully, proceeded in an orderly fashion.
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Defensible criteria of "institutional integrity" have been identified

and employed. By reference to some, but not all, acknowledged

marks of the church, we have undertaken to test the hypothesis of

the Board of Church and Society, viz., whether in fact some
resilient problems of the present day church indicate defects of the

church's institutional integrity. So far as our study goes, we have

verified positively a number of factors that, collectively, are such as

to incur "deep trouble" in the church, since these are, for the most

part, also self-incurred.

Among disqualifying factors such tendencies as the following

have been noted: A divorcement of worship and work in the mind
and practice of many church people; a like divorce of piety and

conscientious social responsibility; a resident theological illiteracy

condusive, perhaps, to various forms of unwitting accommodation

to culture; unawareness of the conflict between Christ and culture;

acquiescence to "cultural pluralism" and failure of the church to

relate to culture primarily as challenge and, therefore, as mission for

Christ.

From a doctrinal standpoint an erosion or virtual eclipse of the

concept of sin and, concurrently with its erosion, a widespread loss

of a distinctive meaning of salvation by the standards of both

Scripture and tradition has been noted. In consequence perhaps,

we have remarked a pen>asive ambiguity and uncertainty regarding

age-old objectives of the church together with the distinctive means at its

disposal. All of this taken together seems indicative of decline of a

living faith-standpoint, or consensus fideliuni , without which, ac-

cording to Webster's norms, an integrity of the church as an

institution is rendered ambiguous or in serious doubt.

7. Of the United Methodist Church Only

In concluding this exploratory study it is perhaps desirable to

consider briefly aspects of our church which may be regarded as

distinctively, if not uniquely, Methodist. On the whole, it appears

that such distinctive aspects pertain to our polity, to administrative

and promotional agencies, and to the ordering of the ministry, and

the governance of the church. In this sphere, the range of relevant

matter is, plainly, very extensive. Therefore, selection of factors,

positively or negatively contributory to institutional integrity, must

be somewhat arbitrary as well as restricted. We shall attempt to

comment on the following factors: the chief leadership role in the

church, the managerial order, and the church's teaching aiuhority.

For the most part our method will be descriptive rather than
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analytical from which, however, a few general observations may
derive.

1. The Chief Leadership Role: As is well known, from John Wesley

himself the chief leadership role in the original Methodist Episco-

pal Church of the United States of America (1784) was conveyed

and invested in two "general superintendents," Thomas Coke and

Francis Asbury. These shortly acquired, contrary to Wesley's intent,

the title of "bishop." From and through Asbury the prescribed

function of the general superintendent as well as the title, bishop,

was transmitted to a succession. Also in the succession of Wesley

and in addition to general superintendence of the connection of

congregations, conferences and ministers, the bishops functioned

as custodians and arbiters of faith and order as, also, these latter

were successively defined by General Conferences from 1784 through

the enactment of the First Restrictive Rule of 1808, and, thereafter,

through most of the 19th century. The fully authorized right of

episcopal leadership in the maintenance of an ordered and author-

ized ministry is still implicit in the Ordinal for ordination of

deacons and elders. It is by authorization of the bishop, on rec-

ommendation of the appropriate Annual Conference board, that

authority to preach, teach, administer the sacraments, and care for

the parish is still transmitted by episcopal authority. Also, in the

episcopal power of ministerial appointment, is lodged an indirect

control upon the verity and efficacy of the pastoral office as such.

2. Of the Managerial Order: While American Methodism, histori-

cally, has been possessed in its episcopal leadership of a cogent

instrument condusive to institutional coherence and integrity, cer-

tain attritions in the course of the past half century have effected

decline of its leadership potential. Perhaps these began with the

regionalizing and politicizing of the office of bishop with the

reunion of three branches of Methodism in 1939. At that time the

Jurisdictional System - as the price of union - imposed upon The
Methodist Church (no longer "episcopal") both an ethnic (racial)

and regional sectionalism. Attendant also upon that reimion was

provision for an enlarging role of program formulating and pro-

moting agencies with enhanced policy - shaping prerogatives for

the whole church, mainly, but not wholly, subordinate to the

General Conference. With this development in the united church a

bureaucracy emerged that challenged the earlier leadership pre-

eminence of the episcopacy, and placed program-shaping more
fully in the hands of boards and agencies.

The long-standing principle of "general superintendencv," how-

ever, was to be fully outflanked, if not eclipsed, with the compre-

hensive reorganization of church structure from top to bottom by
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action of the General Conference of 1972. This accorded virtual

autonomy to General Boards with their subdivisions. Such Boards
now became accountable ofily to the General Conference once in

four years. At the same time, the Boards were positioned without
deference to any, largely to control projected legislation of primary
importance and as independently programed and promoted for

General Conference action. By this same restructuring, policy

formation and decision-making between General Conferences was
delegated to Board memberships gready determined in composi-
tion, not from the proven leadership of Annual Conferences, but
by deference to a "quota system" of prescribed personnel eligible

by virtue of status: age, sex, race, nationality and prior denomina-
tional origin. Thus, the managerial revolution of the church was
completed, and a bureaucracy instated with powers sufficient to

constitute, not merely a fully competitive leadership role with the

Council of Bishops, but, in fact, to completely rescind the principle

of "general superintendency" that once was that of the episcopate.

The evident result is a patent bifurcation of the chief leadership
role in the contemporary United Methodist Church. It may even
amount to de facto subordination of spiritual leadership in the

church to the managerial principles of policy formation and ad-

ministration. Governed by pragmatic considerations and managed
consensus of board majorities, the new leadership of the church
may be expected to advance by agreements that represent some-
thing akin to the "lowest common denominator" among calculated

options. In any case, the unresolved dualism in constituted chief

authority of the church does not comport well with a larger

promise of institutional integrity. As for- the teaching authority of the

church, it evidently falls somewhere between the stools. As for doctrinal

standards, one is at a loss to determine apart from General Confer-
ence action the source of their formation or reformation.

For this inquiry I do not claim that the whole story about the

"insdtutional integrity" of The United Methodist Church has been
told. At the start, I disavowed any such competence for such a task

and dismissed such a possibihty by way of a study of these limita-

tions. I am content if such matters as have been opened fall

properly within the purview of the Board of Church and Society; if

they have been fairly represented in an orderly way and in terms of
acceptable criteria of the meaning of "institutional integrity", on
the one hand, and of true "marks" of the integral church on the
other. Whether in the light of issues raised and findings unfolded,
the jury of readers votes "guilty as charged" or acquittal regarding
the "institutional integrity" of present-day Protestant churches, in

general, or of The United Methodist Church, in particular, is, I
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think, secondary to a prior question whether the whole matter has

been placed in a clearer light that its importance may not be

overlooked by those who are concerned.

Waiving the implications of this study for other Protestant com-

munions, and in light of the evidence in hand, I am personally

inclined to agree with the eminent Methodist theologian, earlier

mentioned, that The United Methodist Church is in "deep trouble"

for reasons of defect of "institutional integrity." If it is asked, "how
or in what respect does this defect manifest itself beyond the ways

enumerated above?" my reply would turn to the norm of func-

tional soundness and coherence. I would call attention to the

probability that, of the many orders and agencies authorized and

operative within The United Methodist Church, there is none

finally adjudicative except The Judicial Council. But judicial deci-

sions of constitutionality are no substitute for creative leadership of

unquestioned probity in the church. While there are many heads

and authorities in our church, its peculiar defect of integrity may
be that it has no Head nor any acknowledged Authority.

We have, here, illustrated the ancient philosophical problem of

"the One and the many" and the prerogatives of each. It pro-

pounds, again, the relevant question, "who speaks for the church?"

As things stand there needs to be many answers, each of them

about equally armed with its facet of the truth. If some point to the

General Conference as answer, then the question remains insistent:

how are the many related to the One and by what means, perspec-

tive, or management? Is it that of some men, or, in what measure,

that of the Holy Spirit, and by acknowledgement?

In the 19th century, on the face of it, the Church was answerable

to The Doctrines and Discipline of the Methodist Episcopal Church, north

or south, although that was beginning to recede in the last quarter

of the century. Now, and for some time, we are answerable merely

to The Book of Discipline . Somewhere along the line, and by degrees,

perhaps we acquired more confidence in discipline, i.e., in the ways

we manage our corporate life and work than in the reasons for our

worship. Therewith, it may be, managerialism gained in impor-

tance and acquired superior relevance to Authority and pragmatic

considerations prevailed. In a modern managerial system a chief

aspiration is to resolve all authority under managers who preside

over an evolving consensus about what to do and how to do it.

Insofar as this has become a controlling aim in our Church we

have, perhaps, been very successful and have amply achieved it.

And, in that case, and on such premises, we hardly need look for

any authority because we have already consented to exchange

Authority for many authorities, who are hardly distinguishable
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from the common mind, whatever the level of its present attain-

ment. Ecclesiastical managerialism is the subtle process of seem-

ingly legitimate transference of divine Authority to human author-

ities. In the Middle Ages it was done one way, in ours, another. At

bottom, the different outcomes must be referred to different

conceptions of the end in view — the prime business of the Church,

the nature of salvation. But that is ultimately a doctrinal question!

The United Methodist Church has its Discipline, probably its final

authority; but, of doctrine, its teaching office is hardly identifiable

and its substance yet to be evolved.

Footnotes

A paper prepared at the request of the Commission on Church and Society of the

Holston Conference of The United Methodist Church, Chattanooga, Tennessee,

October 1980.
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Note from the Editor

The Premier of the Opera
Lost Eden

was performed in the Duke Chapel

on November 7 & 8, 1982

The performance, produced by Ella Fountain Pratt and directed by

J. Benjamin Smith, was a great success and because of its quality we
want to share the libretto with a more extended audience.

The author of the libretto is Stuart C. Henry, the composer

Kenneth Wright. Because much of the original text was, for good

and sufficient reason, not used in the sung libretto, it is the judgment

of the editor that the poetic quality of the text along with its insight

into human nature and its enhancement of chancel drama makes it

eminently presentable by the Divinity School Review.

Stuart C. Henry, Professor of American Christianity, introduces the

text of the opera and indicates a path which leads from art to faith.

Thomas A. Langford

Editor



Why the Libretto Was Written

or

A Statement About Arts in the Chancel

There is earthy wisdom in the folk saying which advises, "If it

makes sense, say it; if it doesn't, sing it." Accordingly, when friends

first learned of my interest in writing a libretto for an opera about

Lyman Beecher, their indulgence was not unmixed with a kind skepti-

cism which wondered if the project were valid, or, even if it were, if I

had not undertaken an extraneous, possibly distracting, endeavor to-

tally outside the normal boundaries of my discipline. When I ex-

plained, however, that it was to be a chancel opera, it became possible,

perhaps necessary, to talk about the project with reference to theology.

From the first the integrity of the attempt rested on the case best

set forth for me in St. Bonaventure's De Reductione Artium ad Theolo-

giam, for I have long considered that the sympathetic appreciation of

art leads ineluctably to the understanding that the knowledge of God
lies hidden within all that we perceive or know. Such a notion is en-

tirely one with the position of Bonaventure, the saintly medieval

philosopher whom the church styled the Seraphic Doctor Although
Bonaventure was a lifelong friend of Thomas Aquinas, he was also his

opponent. For him the will outranked the intellect, and with a strong

mystical prejudice he disapproved of learning, believing that the ap-

preciation of the good came closer to the secret of life than did the

discovery of the truth.

This gentle man was a Franciscan. In childhood he had narrowly

escaped death, recovering only after his mother prayed to St. Francis.

Subsequently— perhaps from a sense of obligation— he entered the

order and in many ways came to typify the romantic and idealized

Poverello, of whom incidentally he wrote a biography. Not the least of

his similarities to St. Francis was an ability to see the footprints of God
in nature about him. So when he speaks of reducing (or, as it is

sometimes translated, "retracing") the arts to theology, he is being

true to himself and to his model.

By the thirteenth century the term ars (which had already had
many meanings) did not signify that which the word denotes for us

today. Rather the term indicated the curriculum taught in the schools

which Bonaventure knew. Nevertheless, that curriculum along with

the disciplines of science and language, among others, embraced the

study of music. The point is not what Bonaventure says about music
—much less about the as yet undeveloped form of opera— but the

theory underlying his philosophy. Briefly the insight which is central



to the thought of this contemplative is that God lies hidden in all

knowledge, all skills, all arts, regardless of form, and that faith, there-

fore, may be strengthened by knowledge, rather than distracted and

weakened by it. God has left traces of himself in the natural world and

in the human race. The discerning mind may trace the light which is

in all things to its divine origin. Every mode of art, therefore, can be

an avenue to God.

If the case is valid— and for me it is— then opera can be a witness

to faith, a handmaid to the Queen of the Sciences. For me opera is a

distinctive road to faith. Admittedly it is a specialized taste, like a

preference for unusual fruit or a delight in the variables of calculus.

Here there is no middle ground: one is for opera or not, and under-

standably so. Certainly it is unconventional and unnatural to have folk

sing a conversation rather than talk it out. Yet the accusation of being

unreahstic is applicable to other arts. Even if people do speak rather

than sing, they rarely speak in the elegant cadence of Shakespearean

poetry. Nor, for that matter, do you meet folk— however saintly —who
are surrounded by a nimbus of glory or who walk under the protec-

tion of a halo, though graphic artists have often pictured mortals in

just that way.

A part, at least, of the appeal and propriety of opera as a faith

form surely lies in the paradox of the very conventions which obtain

on the operatic stage. There are many of them: People not only sing

out their thoughts, they do so at the moment of death and at times

with unbelieveable volume. Their life-forces are ebbing away, but their

breath control is stunning. Or if they do not expire singing, antagonists

may likely delay a duel for some minutes while they sing a long duet

before seizing weapons which are conveniently at hand and falling to

mortal combat. Moreover, opera is filled with imlikelv coincidences,

undeserved failures, unmerited rewards, and alwa)s, always incidental

music to accompany the most ordinary tasks.

Instead of disenchanting us, however, these ridiculous— even silly

— devices make it easier for us to distinguish between the story and the

plot. In opera as in life, indeed, especially in opera, what we see and

hear going on before us on the stage is not what is hap{)ening.

Consider: The gospels record the journey to Jerusalem which Jesus

made on his way to crucifixion. What we see is a barefoot peasant

walking from the hills of (ialilee to the capitol citv. The significant

action, though, is a decision to redeem the world at whatever cost. It is

ever so with representation in opera, as, of course, in other art forms,

for it is thus with life. In Don Carlos we see King Philip discover a

miniature in the Queen's Jewel chest. No more. What has happened, is

the collapse of his world in realization that his beloved has never loved

him. We see and hear one thing, but the meaning, the illumination, is



less apparent; and sometimes we do, sometimes we do not, under-

stand. It is appropriate that the art form be moved into the chancel

that our eyes may be opened and our ears unstopped, for, as the

prophet tells, we have eyes and see not, and ears and hear not. The

religious setting assists our comprehension.

The religious impact of art is more powerful within the chancel

than without. For some, only in the sanctuary does anything numi-

nous happen. A painting depicting Jesus as the Christ reveals some-

thing to us within the sanctuary which is not apparent when we notice

it as we wander through the halls of a museum and measure canvasses

by the standards of art alone. Once the work of art is brought into the

church, another dimension is added. That extra dimension is an-

nounced, proclaimed, and the discerning mind which Bonaventure

speaks of does not miss the message.

Samuel Johnson called opera an "exotic and irrational" entertain-

ment. By root "exotic" means "introduced from another country" or

"excidngly different or unusual." In its very nature, the incarnation

introduces from the dwelling place of God the manifestation of the

spirit in human form. The annals of Christendom are filled with the

chronicles of those who have found the wonder exciting. At a less

significant level, but in valid comparison, art forms shock us into

acknowledgement of the spirit beneath the world of our senses which

breaks through with light to make more understandable some chapter

of our past, some aspect of our present, some possibility of our

future.

The Beechers, as a family, and Lyman in particular, qualify as apt

subjects for illustradng the "reduction of the arts" to theology, by

reason of their sensitive awareness of the theological dimension of life.

Often Pharisaical, they were never hypocritical, and always they lived

in the consciousness of heaven. Their speech was generously larded

with scriptural quotation. They saw the forces of righteousness "ter-

rible as an army with banners," and in solemn oaths they asked that if

they were unfaithful to their trusts that their tongues might "cleave to

the roofs" of their mouths. Especially did Lyman attempt to orient

himself to the infinite, if at times with indifferent success. He even

said of his bifocal glasses that they were right, because they enabled

him to read metaphysics through the bottoms and shoot pigeons

through the tops.

People who live in consciousness of the eternal, however, are com-

mitted to regulating their temporal lives according to the light they

have seen. Like the apostle Paul they dare not be disobedient to the

heavenly vision. Reduced to its simplest terms the challenge is to dis-

cover God's will and to implement it in life. The Beechers never aban-

doned the quest, Lyman least of all. And this, exactly, is the problem
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considered in Lost Eden—how to know the will of God. The assump-

tion with the Beechers is always that if the will of God be known, then

they will obey. The problem is knowing. And the human factor enters

in the natural tendency to think God endorses what the selfish heart

desires. It is easier to do our will than to do God's. There is ever the

drive to invent values rather than to discover them.

When I began work on the libretto, I was inclined to call it "Refugee

from Eden," because it seemed to me that I was writing of folk (the

Beechers) who, as all of us, were made for God and unable to find

rest save in the eternal. They were never forgetful of the paradise

which they had lost and, like prodigals a great way from home, they

were forever trying to return. No one of them was more sensitive to

the situation than Lyman. In a day when pastors located in one church

and never moved thereafter, Lyman was habitually leaving one post

and going to another, finishing or abandoning one project and galva-

nizing his energies for another, always hoping and believing that the

latest move, the last effort would bring fulfillment. The context of the

opera is Lyman's most important decision— the determination to

leave the East and relocate in the opening American West where,

surely, he would find satisfaction in founding a Zion in the wilderness.

The problem is Lyman's effort to convince himself that it is God who
is sending him to the West— not his selfish desire that is taking him
there.

The first version of the libretto presents the man and the problem

from the standpoint of Harriet Porter— Lyman's second wife—whom
Lyman prayed into matrimony in a week's time, less than a year after

his first wife, the idolized Roxana, had died. Harriet found herself in a

family where the devotion to the first wife was almost a cult, especially

with the orphan children whom she was called upon to mother Al-

though she accepted the burden willingly, it was a heavy load, and

eventually, more than she could support. Her personal tragedy was

that Lyman— intent on his own efforts and projects and enthusiasms

— seems not to have noticed what was happening to the gentle, sensi-

tive woman. After her death she was recognized for an excellence

which was not always granted during her life. The figure of Harriet,

however, is such an unobtrusive and genteel one that it became increas-

ingly apparent that the focus should be primarily on Lyman, a more
dramatic and robust player So, instead of saying that Harriet Beecher

died of a broken heart because a well-meaning husband was so busy

with his career that he did not stop to see what was happening to her,

the opera said, finally, that Lyman Beecher was so self-centered that

he brought disaster (and eventually insight) to more than one who was

swept along by the dominant force of his personal ambition. In either

case, the matter is at heart the same, for it is that of the spiritual chaos



which results from the effort to baptize human desire as the will of

God. The light—if there is light— from this vignette is that the mani-

festation of selfishness is often not so much doing what we want as

making others do what we want them to do. The lesson does not have

to be underscored.

In the course of bringing the libretto to completion I made many

changes. After all, it takes much longer to sing something than to say

something, therefore much of the original libretto had to be omitted.

Certain sequences were added. Moreover, some words "sing" much
more easily than others, so accommodation to the music was necessary

As for the historicity of the situation, the essence is true, although

the form is more protean than purists— certainly the Beechers

—

would approve. There is not always room for subtlety in opera. The
audience has but little time in which to absorb the problem. Charac-

ters must be starkly drawn. The good are very good. The bad are

dreadful. And the confused must be veritable civil wars. This is so that

we may follow the action without being unduly distracted by having to

analyze a character when we should be listening and watching. Tosca,

for instance, learns to her sorrow that Scarpia is a villain. But the

audience knows it from moment he first steps on stage. Operatic

roles must be defined in this way by music, by words, by action.

Accordingly the Beechers appear in the libretto as even more so than

they were, giving support to the opinion that the human race can be

divided into three classes: saints, sinners, and Beechers. The jealousy

and anger, conscious and unconscious, that operated in the Beecher

household must be made explicit. The tacit must be underlined, not

to malign the historical Beechers, who were civilized and disciplined,

but for the sake of those who listen to the opera from the most distant

seats. The agony must infiltrate the whole audience so that all may
identify with the resolution which scatters it.

The themes which libretti treat, however universal, must, of course,

be presented in context of recognizable situations. The original li-

bretto of Lost Eden ends with Harriet Porter's death, seen from the

perspective of a woman who, having long listened to the voice of

Heaven, reaches the point at which she willingly relinquishes hfe and

moves to join the choir invisible. The final libretto focuses on Lyman
and how he came, in the end, to the understanding that one may know

eternity in time. Yet both versions depict that happy estate to which

Bonaventure was continually directing our thoughts, a progress from

the light of God extra nos, through that light shining intra nos, to the

identification with the origin of that light, the supreme illumination

of God supra nos. That art can serve us as guide and mentor in such a

journey of the mind is rationale for a chancel opera, and each of us

according to given light may discover and identify with the insights
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which the Beechers lost and found again. As Bonaventure himself

said, 'And so it is evident how the manifold wisdom of God, which is

clearly revealed in Sacred Scripture, lies hidden in all icnowledge and

in all nature. It is evident, too, how all divisions of knowledge are

handmaids of theology, and it is for this reason that theology makes

use of illustrations and terms pertaining to every branch of knowledge.

It is likewise evident how wide is the illuminative way and how in

everything which is perceived or known God... lies hidden within.

And this is the fruit of all sciences, that in all, faith may be strength-

ened, God may be honored, character may be formed, and consolation

may be derived ... to the attainment of which the whole purpose of

Sacred Scripture, and consequendy every illumination descending

from above, is directed . . . through the Holy Ghost who teaches us all

the truth, who is blessed forever."*

* Sister Emma Therese Healy, Saint Bonaventure's De Reductwne Artium Ad

Theologiam (Saint Bonaventure, N.Y., 1955), p. 41.
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Harriet

A Libretto in Two Acts

© Stuart C. Henry

ACT I: NEW ENGLAND

Scene 1: Boston and Litchfield, 1817

Scene 2: Boston and Cincinnati, 1832

ACT IL THE WEST

Cincinnati, 1832-1835

In 1817 Lyman Beecher, bereaved of his first wife less than a year,

met and married Harriet Porter. The principal facts of the libretto are

correct, but some poetic license is exercised for the sake of dramatic

integrity. For example: the chronology varies at times by several years;

words originally spoken by one character may be given to another;

Beecher's son, Charles, between Henry Ward and Isabella, does not

appear The spirit of the piece, however, is authentic, and the perspec-

tive is expressed in quotations from Harriet Porter Beecher's obituary

(written by the family and published in the Cincinnati Journal) with

which the libretto concludes.

13
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CAST

Harriet Porter, later Mrs. Beecher

Lyman Beecher

Catharine, Lyman's eldest child

Other children by Lyman's first wife

William

Edward
Mary
George, the child

George, the man
Hattie, the child

Hattie, the woman
Henry Ward, the child

Henry Ward, the man
Children by Harriet

Isabella

Thomas
James

Aunt Esther, Lyman's half-sister

Eliza Stowe

Joe Bailey, a free Black

Gossips

Bostonians

Lane Seminary Representatives

Calvin E. Stowe and other faculty

Lane Seminary Blacks

Cincinnati Church Members
Slave Chorus

Choir

Congregation
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A Word from the Author to the Director:

Harriet Porter Beecher is sensitive, spiritual, introspective, gentle, con-

scientious, long-suffering, kind. She has a great capacity for love,

and a matching self-distrust. Her songs tend to be reflective and
ruminative, and they are, accordingly, measured and poignant.

Lyman Beecher is on surface bombastic, impulsive, even insensitive. At

a deeper level he is capable of generous action and evaluation

toward his fellow man. The key to his character lies in the unshak-

able optimism which arises from his radical conviction that he is

God's man. As he does not often require the reassurance of

heaven, it is difficult for him to realize that others might need
encouragement from him.

Catharine Beecher is her father's child— with all his optimism and
energy, but without the humanizing element which results from
having been truly loved by another and having been the center of

another's affection. Her motivation is good, though it borders on
self-righteousness. Most questions and problems appear suscepti-

ble to solution to her. Perhaps that is the reason that she and
Lyman so often sing in metrical, rhymned verse. Life for her is

ordered, organized, and systematic.

Aunt Esther is a dear, good soul who recognizes superiority when she

sees it but makes allowances for all who fall below the standard.

She is a realist, and has a sense of humor. To say it differently,

this woman has faith. It works.

Eliza Stowe is one of the hard-to-believe individuals. No vices. She is,

indeed, too good to be true. Whereas Harriet is plagued by doubt,

Eliza is always tranquil. Her only questions regarding action or

speech ask about the good that a certain course may accomplish.

Harriet, again, can feel frustration— even irritation— but Eliza,

while seeing the wickedness and evil in the world, accepts the

situation as an occasion for doing good. It is not in her nature to

dissemble and beyond her capacity to hurt.

Joe Bailey is an embodiment of faith.
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Lyman Beecher Speaks with God



ACT I

Scene 1

When the lights come up, a semi-ballet is in progress. The scene can be as

elaborate or as simple as score and production dictate. At first the stage may be

filled with dancers—men and women in early nineteenth-century costume

— engaged in a lively, though formal, dance, as animated as a Virginia Reel

(or even more so), but following circular rather than lineal and rectangular

patterns. If a large company is used, most of them, rather quickly, move off

into the wings, and if there should be a chamber orchestra on stage, members

of that group should— one by one— retire as well, so that when the significant

action begins, only three musicians are left. At this point Harriet Porter

is the center of the group ofyoung men (perhaps twelve). There is a garland of

spring flowers in her hair, and in her left hand a fan which she uses with

graceful, if studied, effect. She wears a lace shawl which shimmers luith an

embroidery of seed pearls and falls in long points down the front of her gown.

The young men are equally elegant in their dress— indeed, several being just

this side offoppishness. Within their group are identifiable at least one profes-

sional man, one army officer, one naval officer, along with various upperclass

dandies.

The smaller group moves about the stage, with Harriet ahvays at the center.

The suitors approach and then retreat, approach and retreat; but after each

retreat fewer of them return. By this time the members of the instrumental

trio have also left and music comes only from the pit, although it is dimin-

ished in volume. When only three of the young men are left on stage, they, one

by one, always with the same gesture and ceremony, bow to Harriet, who

acknowledges theirfarewell. They follow the other suitors offstage. The tableau

is ritualistic. Harriet is left alone.

Harriet has never stopped moving, and now shefloats up stage left where a

light comes up on a table and chair. There is a shaded student lamp on the

table, and also an ink pot and quill. Harriet stops by the chair. She removes the

garlandfrom her hair and lays it on table. The lace shawl falls, unnoticed, to

the floor Without it she appears plainly, even severely, dressed. She closes her

fan and ritualistically places it in the drawer of the table. She is not simply

laying it down, she is putting it away; for she is renouncing the life ofsuperfic-

ial society. From the same drawer she takes a book, her journal, and begins

writing (and singing); although presently she stops writing, she continues to

sijig her thoughts, as if she were reluctant to confide them in writing, even to

the privacy of her diary.

17
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Harriet: I dance no more
But in my heart I never did; for my true melody is

Psalm.

The young men all are gone:

Mr Miller, distinguished at the bar, I'm told.

And Captain Culverson,

And Mr PalmerTrent, who one day will be admiral.

All are gone, and I, who do not weep, can find no

rest.

I never wanted marriage with these men—
Nor with any.

I fear it, lest like Eve, I be occasion of a fall,

Fear it darkly, for that I dare not say.

Along one way alone lies peace: in days of work,

in nights of prayer

It is little I lay down.

And yet, I read they called Him "Bridegroom."

Perhaps, I yet may speak the word.

Or act in mercy, to reclaim the Eden in my
heart.

Perhaps, God willing, to Him wed,

I may redeem my soul.

During the soliloquy luhich Harriet has been singing, the light in which she

stands has gradually lowered until at the last she is seen only in the illumina-

tion of a pencil spot. Directly as she finishes, the light fades completely, and

there is the sound of a hell. It is a church bell tolling, but it is not a solemn

sound. Actually it is rather commanding, positive, perhaps even joyous. Si-

multaneously with the tolling of the bell, a member of the Boston faithful (who

have imported Beecher to preach to them) enters from the right.

First Bostonian: Dr Beecher's come to Boston.

Providence has heard our prayers.

At this point three gossips (also good church members) enter, from three

different points—down left, up center, and up right, and converge so that they

stand near to, but not actually with, the Bostonian. They nod and cluck, and

put their heads together, and between times of their singing they pantomime

what they sing otherwise. They are both antiphonal and contrapuntal to the

announcement of the Bostonian:

Gossips: Did you know it?

Have you heard?

Let me tell you.

Is it true?
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First Bostonian: Dr. Beecher,

Like some Pilgrim father returned,

Has come to meet our sorest need.

Gossips: God has sent us

Dr Beecher

lb revive us.

Is it true?

First Bostonian:

Gossips:

First Bostonian:

Gossips:

Boston's glory has departed.

Godless, upstart Unitarians

Threaten our churches.

Overrun the city.

Oh, 'tis shocking.

All this nonsense.

Catechism,

Creed— forgot.

Lawyers, Doctors,

Men at Harvard College,

Trustees and Professors,

Follow false prophets.

Even merchants.

All the students,

Also Judges
On the bench.

First Bostonian:

Gossips:

First Bostonian:

Gossips:

Beecher's words will fell them.
He is Satan's doom.
A new Elijah they call him.

Yes, he comes
To frighten Satan

(And perhaps,

T) find a wife).

"The great gun of Calvinism"

Is coming to revive us,

lb light new fires.

And win a victory for faith.

Did you know it?

Have you heard?
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Come to preach,

And find a wife.

At this point the church bell sounds again, and the congregation begins to

assemble. They come from both wings— various ages and sizes and sexes,

about twenty-four of them. But there is a special pantomime of the "meeting

house choir," another seven or so "singers." While the congregation assembles,

in two companies of about three rows each, with patterns which would have

resulted had they sat in pews with a center aisle, the pulpit begins to appear,

growing, as it were, out of the stage up center so that the pulpit commands the

focus of attention and people are on either side of it. Coincident with this, a

smaller group is assembling and taking each his place on the "singers seat"

There is one who is lining the tune. As the stage is raked, the heads of the choir

are above those of the congregation, but the pulpit— and in due course

Lyman s head— is still at a height to put the preacher above and well in sight

of congregation and audience. As the church scene is assembling, a second

Bostonian joins the first. And he, obviously, is worried that Dr. Beecher has not

yet appeared, for the bell has rung, and the people are there. The gossips have

not relinquished their place well down stage, and almost center:

Second Bostonian:

First Bostonian:

Gossips:

Second Bostonian:

Gossips:

First Bostonian:

Gossips:

Dr. Beecher's come to Boston.

But where is he? 'S time for meeting.

Is he praying?

Seeking guidance 'ere he preaches?

Is he praying?

No, he's fishing.

Fishing!

Fishing. Aye,

And hkely catching.

Not respectable, my dears.

'Twill be,

'Fore he's finished with us.

Dr. B. will make it so.

Second Bostonian:

First Bostonian:

Both Bostonians:

I'm astounded,

I'm confounded,

He's a most unusual man.
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Gossips: Says a man should do gymnastics,

Often as he says his prayers.

By this time the pantomime of the choir assembled has sound to accom-

pany it. The folk on the singer's bench have begun to sing—and it is a doleful

tune, indeed. The dolefulness, however, lies mainly in the manner of the

singing. I would suggest (and so include) one of the more subdued tunes from

the 1547 edition of the Genevan Psalter—perhaps "Old 107th CMD" with

words by John Milton. The point is that the song which the choir sings (their

choice) is completely differentfrom the kindBeecher chooses, and also, the kitid

of music he encourages. As the Gossips finish with "says his prayers," it

becomes apparent that the choir has already begun si7iging, and that the

service has actually begun, even though the fishing parson has not yet arrived.

The incident is historically correct, incidentally.

Choir: The Lord will come and not be slow. His foot-

steps cannot err;

Before him righteousness shall go, His royal

harbinger

As the Choir still sings,

Both Bostonians: Has he come yet? Is he here?

Choir: Truth from earth, like to a flower

—

Here Beecher enters, literally bounding onto the stage, entering nght, be-

tween the Bostonians and the gossips on the one hand, and the congregation on

the other, so that he comes to rest almost front and center. He carries a fishing

pole and line, and in one hand, a freshly caught fish. And he stops just long

enough to get his bearings, then he calls out, and as he does so the choir stops

singing.

Beecher: Mr. Wilder!

Mr Wilder is the liner of the hymns. Ordinarily it would be the organist to

whom Beecher would call, but the organist on stage might preseyit a problem;

and if it were the organist, then it should be "Mr Mason," except that Mr
Mason did not meet Beecher in the Boston church until some time after

Lyman s first meeting with Harriet.

Mr. Wilder! Mr. Wilder! Sing Old Hundred.

The chant stops, and the choir and the people begin a lusty rendition

of Old Hundred. And while it is recognizable as a stately hymn, there is a
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bounce about this singing of it, a pulse that is almost a lilt. Beecher looks about

for a place in which to dispose of the fish, finally (in desperation) stuffing it

into his pocket. He telescopes the fishing rod, and races up the center aisle. All

this is timed so that as he goes up the aisle— rushing—and the music becomes

more vital and martial, he is able to mount the circular stair leading into the

pulpit at the moment making it possible for him to appearjust as the audience

finishes the hymn, and in time enough, but no more, to join with them in the

"Amen."

Choir: All people that on earth do dwell,

Sing to the Lord with cheerful voice;

Him serve with mirth, His praise forth tell;

Come ye before Him and rejoice. Amen.

Beecher: Boston,

Boston!

God is angry.

Congregation: Tremble, sinner.

Satan, hide!

Beecher: God is angry with his children.

Oh, the wickedness of men.

Congregation: Dr. Beecher's come to Boston.

Boston,

Come to Dr. B.

As Beecher preaches, the lights come up on him, and down on the congre-

gation, so that they are little more than silhouettes. But there is also now, down

left where she enters, a light on Harriet Porter. She lualks slowly— moi'iyig

almost like one in a dream toward the sound of his voice. She wears a bonnet

and a dark shawl; and if she were not so neat, she would be drab. In her hand

she carries a Bible. Her face is ever turned in the directum of the magic

Beecher voice. Crossing the apron of the stage, she comes front and center, and

then turns up the aisle, and goes almost to the first row of the congregation, so

that the light in which she walks is joined to and overlapped by the light in

which Beecher preaches, and they, illuminated, with the others in the shadow,

are the easy focus for the following scene.

Beecher: Listen to me, Boston, listen.

I speak God's word.

Your temples are only splendid sepulchres.

Your hearts are dull, your spirits sleep.
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Awake now, before that awful summons to the

judgment seat.

I must tell you. You must listen.

If there be a place forsaken, ten fold dark, with

all despair, where almighty wrath glows

furious.

Whence the cries of the damned ascend.

There, oh let me dwell forever, if I tell you not

the danger

In today's deceits and lies.

At this point the congregation takes up the spirit of Beechers sermon and

responds.

Congregation:

Beecher:

Congregation:

Beecher:

Congregation:

Beecher:

Dr. Beecher's come to Boston

To revive us.

Can you doubt it?

Come to warn us, wake us, warm us.

And enlist us

In the fight against the foe.

Be God's awesome letters to the world,

Flaming epistles, written in fire.

Ignite the faithful.

Consume the enemy,

Light the way to heaven!

We are feeble.

We are mortal.

You are able, free and lively,

You can do what God requires.

Tell us, lead us . .

.

Look to Zion.

Together we venture.

Arm in arm we'll enter in.

Congregation: Can we?

Dare we?

Beecher: You are God's own faithful image,

Less than angels.

More than clay.

Mr. Wilder, Mr. Wilder St. Thomas.
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And so the choir abruptly takes up St. Thomas, SM, singing something like

Isaac Watts' adoration hymn. The congregatwyi joins in. Beecher looks on as

they move out into the aisles, happily singing.

Congregation: Come ye that love the Lord

And let your joys be known;

Join in the song with sweet accord,

Join in the song with sweet accord,

And thus surround the throne.

And thus surround the throne,

We're marching to Zion,

Beautiful, beautiful Zion,

We're marching onward to Zion,

That beautiful city of God.

The congregation moves out away from the center aisle. The part of the

group on stage left moves toward the left ''aisle,'' and the group on the right

toward the right "aisle." In single file, then, both groups come down stage,

turn facing center and march toward each other At the cejiter "aisle" they

meet, and then, forming pairs, they turn and march up stage toward the

pulpit. When they come to the pulpit, they exit, alternate pairs going off to the

left and right wings. Only Beecher and Harriet are left on stage, he siyiging

lustily with the choir, and she transfixed by the effect of his preaching. As the

last pairs of worshippers exit, Beecher rushes down the pulpit stair, so that he is

standing facing Harriet as the congregation (including gossips, Bostonians,

and choir, of course) is lost to view.

Harriet: Dr Beecher, I never heard so splendid a ser-

mon— ever before.

And don't expect to again.

Until we stand about the great white throne.

Beecher: The people of Boston, the people of Boston,

Miz, Miz...

Harriet: Porter, Harriet Porter

Beecher: The people of Boston, Miss Porter, they lift you

up and carry you along.

Fire begins to burn in your bones when you

mount the pulpit stair.

Harriet: It was as if we had all seen a ghost.

When you had finished, indeed,

I wondered that the congregation did not die.
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Beecher:

Harriet:

Beecher:

Harriet:

Beecher:

Harriet:

Beecher:

Harriet:

Beecher:

Harriet:

Beecher:

Harriet:

Beecher:

Harriet:

But they didn't.

They exploded into song, singing and march-

ing right up to the gate.

Oh, Dr. Beecher, I wish I might hear you preach

every Sabbath day.

And every Sabbath I wish that—

Miss Porter, did you say, every Sabbath?

Oh, yes, Dr Beecher, and Thursday lectures,

too.

To sit at your feet— to touch the hem of the

prophet's robe,

Oh, it would be a blessing, a blessing.

Miss Porter, I must speak the truth plainly.

It becomes God's warrior

If the trumpet give forth an uncertain sound,

Who will be ready for the battle?

I am a blunt man. Miss Porter

You could hear me every Sabbath, and every

Thursday, and Christmas, besides.

And all the days between.

Miss Porter, I have the honor—

Miss Porter, may I, will you.

Will you be my wedded wife?

Dr Beecher, I am speechless.

Then you consent.

Oh, no. I do not consent.

Are you rejecting me?

Ah, no. I do not know what to say.

Give me your hand.

I cannot answer at present.

I will think on it, and make it a subject of prayer,

and

—
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Beecher:

Harriet:

Beecher:

Harriet:

Yes, it ought to be a subject of prayer.

We will pray over it now.

Oh, no.

Don't forget Abraham.

Dr. Beecher, Dr Beecher . .

.

This last from Harriet is almost a cry of alarm. During the exchange

Beecher in typical fashion has sought to overwhelm her, but now, abruptly, he

changes his tactic and appeals to her generous heart. Instinctively, he is aware

that she cannot reject his need.

Beecher:

Harriet:

Beecher:

Harriet:

Beecher:

You are gentle, you are kindly;

You are loving; I am lone.

Scarce a year Roxana left me,

Empty bed and heart of stone.

Now your voice stirs within me
Hope of spring's forgotten joy

How my children all will love you,

Every girl, and every boy.

Dr Beecher, do consider

I am no fit mate for a clergyman,

A mistress of your manse.

I have terror at the thought of children.

Or husbands,

Even you.

Providence works mighty wonders.

God sends us some things we did not know to

ask for.

I try to tolerate my blessings.

My life is promised to the service of God.

Would it not serve him

To mother my children.

To stand beside.

To comfort me?

Harriet: I am afraid.



Catharine Reads Her Father's Letter
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Beecher:

Harriet:

Beecher:

Harriet:

Beecher:

There is no fear in love.

If there is fear, perhaps there is no love.

For the love of me, fear no more . .

.

But my love is toward God.

Be my helpmeet. Be my wife.

Come to my home in Litchfield.

Lyman takes Harriet by the hand and they exit up left, their retreat into the

cool area of the stage indicating the quality of her future rather than of his

ardor. As Lyman has sung "my home in Litchfield," light has come up on

Catharine, standing down right, reading a letter. It is obviously the letterfrom

her father, telling of marriage to Harriet. Catharine continues to stand,

reading, or, more correctly, looking at the letter. Lyman and Harriet, who

exited up left, re-enter up center and make their way toward the down right

area where Catharine is standing. They both wear coats and mufflers. Lyman

carries a valise. The wind blows about them. Harriet is cold and frightened.

Lyman is singing, reassuring Harriet for the last time before they actually

enter his home.

Beecher: Look! The Bantam hills. The icy lakes.

And the house on North Street!

They sit and wait

—

Waiting for a mother.

You will love them,

And, oh, they will love you.

The lights come up about Catharine, and the whole Beecher family is

discovered. It is anything but a "waiting" group. Aunt Esther is knitting

— knitting and reading at the same time, flipping over a page with her thumb

every six or seven stiches. Edward and William (teenagers) are playing, or

attempting to play, checkers. Mary and George— a little younger— are throw-

ing a ball back andforth over the checker board, and Hattie (a child), is sitting

at Aunt Esther s feet, winding a ball of yarn from the hands of Henry Ward

(only four), who is doing his not very good best to hold the hayik correctly.

Catharine:

Aunt Esther:

He's married. Father's married. Her name is

Miss Porter.

No. Her name is Mrs. Beecher.
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At this point the ball with which Mary and George are playing lands in the

midst of the checkers, scattering them. William and Edward jump up, over-

turning the board onto Hattie and Heyiry Ward, who rolls against Aunt

Esthers chair, causing her to drop her book, just as Lyman and Harriet enter

Children: Here's Pa. Here's Pa.

Thefour younger children are at once all over him. Hattie has climbed into

his arms and is searching in his pockets. Henry Ward is pulling at his coat.

George and Maiy are opening his valise.

Harriet: And here's Ma, too.

Catharine: Who can take a mother's place?

Harriet: Have you then no place for me?

Catharine: Here is a portrait of our mother

She takes a miniature from her pocket and shows it to Harriet. Harriet

makes a movement as if to take it but Catharine draws back and replaces

the miniature in her pocket.

Harriet: She was beautiful.

Catharine: She was saintly.

This exchange has gone on between Harriet and Catharine while the chil-

dren scrambling over Lyman divert his attention. Aunt Esther, hoivever, has

not missed it. Here, as in much Catharine says, the luords admit of two

meanings.

George: Pa, Pa, get the fiddle and play for us.

Children: Please, Pa. Please.

William: Mary, bring his fiddle.

Mary goes quickly, and Catharine follows her off stage. Aunt Esther has

returned to her knitting. Harriet stands watching, outside the group.

Hattie: And let us all hold hands.
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Mary returns and gives Beecher the instrument. He lifts the bow, having

taken the fiddle from Mary, and then stops.

Beecher: What shall I play?

"Once in a Corner?" or "Mary's Eyes?" or

—

Children: No, Pa, no. Play "Go to the Devil."

As Lyman begins the strains, the group (all except Henry Ward) spontane-

ously form a circle. Harriet is ready to join them, but the children pass her by.

Their behavior is natural, not malicious. They do not even notice, but she is

hurt, and retreats a step. The children sing and dance out the words.

Children: Oh, go to the devil and shake yourself,

Shake yourself,

Shake yourself.

Oh, go to the devil and shake yourself,

Long before day in the morning.

Oh, nod to the devil, but cross your toes.

Cross your toes.

Cross your toes.

Oh, nod to the devil, but cross your toes,

Always remember the warning.

Oh, say to the devil, Good howdy. Sir Tom,

Good howdy, Sir Tom,

Good howdy, Sir Tom.

Oh, say to the devil, Good howdy Sir Tom,

Your left eye open and your right eye shut.

Oh, outwit the devil and trip old Nick,

Trip old Nick,

Trip old Nick,

Oh, outwit the devil and trip old Nick,

But mind for his hoof, all black with soot.

Oh, go to the devil and shake yourself,

Shake yourself,

Shake yourself.

Oh, go to the devil and shake yourself,

Long before day in the morning.
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Although he has askedfor the music with the rest, Henry Ward is not in the

circle. After taking a step backward, Harriet has "tried again." She has come

back and engaged Henry Ward in conversation. We do not hear what they say,

but it is obvious that they are talking together amiably. When the music stops

and the children fall into a heap on the floor, quiet for the moment— because

they are out of breath— we can understand Harriet's question to Henry Ward.

Harriet:

Henry Ward:

Harriet:

How old are you?

I'm four. And when it snows very hard I shall be

five.

Come sit by me, and I shall tell you a story

Catharine has returned just in time to hear this invitation, and her word

relieves Henry Ward of the necessity of making decision.

Catharine: It's time for all to be in bed. Yes.

The children dutifully file off stage, right, even William and Edward,

Catharine bringing up the rear, lest any should escape. Lyman turns to

Harriet, but Catharine, almost off stage, stops and enlists him, too.

Catharine: Come, Father, and hear their prayers.

Lyman obeys, and only Esther and Harriet are left of stage.

Aunt Esther: Don't be hurt. He didn't even notice. And if he

had, he would have laughed.

Harriet:

Aunt Esther:

Is it always like this?

Whatever you mean, the answer is "No."

People are divided into three classes, you know:

Saints, sinners, and Beechers.

And the Beechers don't think the rules apply to

them.

Harriet:

Aunt Esther:

But you are a Beechen

Not a whit more than you are, really.

I'm only Lyman's half-step-sister

But I love him, and so will you.

More important: Brother loves you.
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Harriet Meets the Family at Litchfield
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Harriet:

Aunt Esther:

Harriet:

Aunt Esther:

Harriet:

Aunt Esther:

Harriet:

Aunt Esther:

Harriet:

Aunt Esther:

Harriet:

Aunt Esther:

Tell me about Litchfield.

Life here, my dear, is sad and splendid.

We've a slitting mill, and a factory that makes

nails.

Cotton mills, saw mills, grain mills, fulling

mills.

At Hargill's they trim ladies' hats,

And bonnets.

The sun rises every day.

General Lafayette once visited here. There was

a ball in Phelps' Tavern.

Judge Reeve, who libeled Mr Jefferson, lives here.

The young girls are beautiful, the gentlemen brave,

and the children children.

And in the shops you can buy French wallpaper

and Greek books.

Splendid and sad.

Then can one be happy here no more than half

the time?

Even that is more than most can bear

With Lyman happiness is always a possibility

I do not understand Dr Beecher I love him,

but I do not know him.

We married quickly.

Beecher-like.

Do not try to understand him. Just listen.

You have no choice, really.

Catharine understands him.

Only his mind. Not his heart or his dream.

Dream?

To remove to the West.

Why?

We are all Adam's children.
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Harriet:

Aunt Esther:

Harriet:

Aunt Esther:

Harriet:

Aunt Esther:

Lyman just talks about it more than the rest of

us,

Never forgets for long at a time that he's a refu-

gee from Eden.

He's always trying to go back.

Is he not happy?

No Calvinist is ever completely comfortable.

Before he dies Lyman may move to Boston—
or visit India—or go all around the globe and

arrive where he started, on Litchfield green.

But he will not go peacefully to his grave until

he has seen the West.

He needs you.

Needs?

Every new prophet kindles his hope.

Each new place at first appears an Eden.

And each new wife?

Must tell him that his dream is his destiny

Beecher and Catharine enter, down right.

Beecher:

Catharine:

The children love you, my dear.

They say you are a princess, with golden rings

And hands of pearl.

In their prayers they thanked God for their

lovely mother.

Yes, our mother was beautiful.

And a saint.

Harriet advances a step toward Beecher, extending her hand, but he is

preventedfrom joining her, forjust as he would do so, Catharine takes hold of

his arm and turns him around, preparing to rush him away from the house.

Catharine: Father, it's providential that you came a day

earlier

There's a town meeting.

The Standing Order is threatened.

We must organize.
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They go off, hand in hand. Harriet is puzzled, and a little hurt.

Aunt Esther: Do not grieve. Catharine has caught his atten-

tion— not captured his heart.

You will see when he returns.

Lyman does not believe all he hears.

Esther goes off up right. Harriet is left alone.

Harriet: Until I saw him,

Ah, so lonely.

Now, lonelier with him than witholit.

I knew him, I knew him before we met.

And lost him when he touched me.

Remembered shadows lie safely in the heart.

He walks beside me,

A stranger in the daylight.

Yet, when he leaves,

It's as if the lamps were turned down,

And all the shutters drawn.

The lights go down, and the scene blacks out.

Scene 2

Harriet is standing in the same attitude and the same place which she

occupied at the close of scene 1 , but as it is fifteen years later and she fifteen

years older she is not so pretty as she was, though perhaps more beautiful.

Lyman comes bounding in from the right. (He never enters in any other way.)

He is waving a letter.

Beecher: Mother, mother It's come. It's come.

Harriet: Dr Beecher, what do you mean?

Beecher: The letter

Harriet: From Catharine? But she has just arrived her-

self.

Beecher: From Lane.

Harriet: Lane?
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By this time the whole household is aroused. Catharine and Aunt Esther

come in from the right and stand, watching and listening, a little right and

up from Harriet and Lyman.

Beecher: The grand new theological seminary beginning

at the West.

Aunt Esther: How far west?

Catharine: In Cincinnati, the Queen city.

Catharine knows all about it, of course, and is ready to take over.

Aunt Esther:

Beecher:

Catharine:

Aunt Esther:

Harriet:

Beecher:

Are there Indians?

Esther, Daughter, listen.

I'm asked to be President of Lane Seminary.

The school in Cincinnati.

I hear that swine run in the streets.

Escaped slaves on their way to Canada hide there

in the homes of friends.

The West! The West!

But I cannot decide until I see the place.

Catharine:
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Beecher: Did I tell you what they say:

"We must have Dr. Beecher;

The good of the church, the fate of the West,

Loudly demand that the best of the generals

Occupy the very seat of Western warfare

While the enemy is coming in like a flood."

I see the hand of God in it.

Brother Tappan will contribute thousands.

Listen!

They call me God's honored instrument of great

blessing.

Everybody voted 'Aye."

I have spent the best years of my life at a dead

lift,

And now.

The Lord has called me to the West.

With the last assertion, which is almost a shout of victory, Lyman exits,

quickly to the left. Catharine follows him. Aunt Esther, not very far behind,

picks up, on her way, the scarf which Lyman by this time has dropped. Harriet

follows the group with her eyes, lifts her hand slowly, and waves, almost

ritualistically, and then slowly exits in their direction as the lights come down.

Almost at once the lights are up on up center stage and Lyman and Catharine

swoop down toward the audience, coming close to the front of the stage as they

stand "on the shore" of the Ohio River (Cincinnati side) and survey the land.

Beecher: Behold, the grand Ohio River.

Catharine: And beyond, Kentucky

Beecher: This is an old and lofty bluff. We stand at the

very top of the ridge.

Catharine: Let us call it Walnut Hills.

Beecher: The city is spread out like a map.

Catharine: If ever you wanted to die, surely you would have

to leave these heights.

Beecher: The city and the future— waiting.

Catharine: Father, see the lakes and rivers.
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The Beecher Children Dance "Go to the Devil"
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Beecher:

Catharine and
Beecher:

Beecher:

Catharine:

Beecher:

Catharine:

Beecher:

Catharine:

Beecher:

Catharine:

Catharine and
Beecher:

Beecher:

Catharine:

Catharine and
Beecher:

Daughter, count the noble trees.

Not since Caleb spied out Canaan
Claimed God's scouts such hills as these.

Where the publicans hold market,

Where the muddy swine are sold,

Salem town can new be builded,

Gates of pearl and streets of gold.

I shall nourish bands of prophets.

I shall found more female schools.

Prod them on to fire revival,

Woman's foes are Satan's fools.

Here a land that lacks a Moses,
Waits for preachers I shall train.

Manly warriors, keen and pious.

Will not fight for souls in vain.

Woman's mind is apt as Adam's
In the match of wit with wit;

She can parse and reason nimbly,

Quite as well as she can knit.

Could Eve's cunning out-scheme Satan?

What bequest did Adam leave?

Cain's foul deed stains sons and daughters.

Both must strive.

Both can achieve.

Westward come to found a kingdom.
Mortals might, to hell's disgrace,

Find that prize lost east of Eden,
Shining still in Adam's face.
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Beecher: Oh, daughter, it is glorious, glorious.

The fire of the spirit is smoldering, but not extin-

guished.

Still it burns.

And still the mountain heaves and murmurs;

And soon it will explode

In voices, and thunderings, and earthquakes.

Then will the trumpet of Jubilee sound,

And earth's debased millions will leap from the

dust,

And shake off their chains,

And cry,

"Hosanna to the Son of David!"

No such confession is possible without trumpets and tympany. A crescendo

builds up and ends with a crash of cymbals. The lights are dramatic, even

bright, as Lyman looks into the future and defines the eschatology of the West.

Immediately thereafter, there is total darkness, perhaps silencefor an instant as

well, and out of the darkness comes Lyman's voice from offstage. It grows in

volume as he comes running onto the stage, from down right, and Harriet,

comingfrom up left, walks to meet him.

Beecher: Mother, mother, get ready.

We're removing to the West.

Harriet: Oh, Dr Beecher, Dr Beecher

Catharine has followed Beecher, and Aunt Esther has followed Harriet, so

the four of them are together now, down stage, and nearer left than light.

Catharine: Ohio will improve your health.

She is addressing herself to Harriet.

Harriet: Has your father said it?

Catharine: And give you a better frame of mind.

Beecher: We go to build a kingdom, and set Satan at

naught.

Catharine: To set women at liberty.

Harriet: It is decided, then?
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Beecher: God wills it.

Sight for the blind.

Freedom for the captives.

Harriet: I cannot speak of it. Not now.

Beecher: God's West.

Aunt Esther: How will we travel?

Beecher: I've hired a wagon.

Aunt Esther: Did you remember to get a cover for it?

Catharine: I'll pack for mother
There is much she need not take.

Catharine and Lyman exit right, and Aunt Esther shortly behind them.

Harriet stands quite motionless, briefly, and then begins moving down left,

where lights come up on an area that— relatively remote in psychological

value, and not having been usedfor action thusfar in the opera— underscores

her isolation from Beecher, and all the action that is swirling about her.

Harriet: Years round the circle full,

The fear of marriage long displaced by dread

of loneliness.

The doctor, older grown, finds life renewed

In passion for the West.

The past, which once I feared as future,

I cherish now.

And dare not swap the smoothness of familiar

wounds,

Which I have long acknowledged,

And he accepted.

Though he never names nor binds them.

My ghosts are strong as death.

As old as fear.

Akin to ancient and familiar foes.

The land before is thick with unknown spectres.

I doubt the final triumph no less than he,

But faith for distance

Cancels nothing of my fear for now.

My lot is here,

And his as well, perhaps.
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Are God's strong voice and his identical?

Is hope about us grown so dim,

And in the West so bright,

That we should seek another part of this dark

forest?

His mind is pitched upon the West.

Go now I must, and will,

But, I confess it, not with joy.

Nor any certainty that

This way lies the path to Eden.

If I should bless another by my faith.

It will be only after death, when there's no

chance of falling.

Who once to goodness strangers were

Are tranquil saints become.

Return's not asked of them— the dead.

Nor waiting long required of me.

That memory ask later,

Or any wonder that I did not smile

Rests lighter on my heart than burdens of this

day

Harriet stands, looking into nowhere, as lights go down.



ACT II

The opening scene may be staged as elaborately as budget alloivs. If it is

possible to have a horse drawn wagon, the lights come up on this vehicle, filled

with Beechers and baggage, moving onto the stage from center right and

stoppingfairly soon, while all the travelers dismount, after which the horse and

wagon go slowly off left. In that case the wagon only remains on stage, and not

all of it. Should the wagon be possible, but not the horse, the lights discover it

"parked," the traces down, and the swarming Beechers moving away from it.

But it is quite possible to begin the scene with the Beecherfamily walking onto

the stagefrom the right wing. They come in various gaits and degrees of haste,

Lyman and the children rushing toward the apron of the stage, then pausing

and turning to entreat the others to "come see," Harriet and Aunt Esther,

moving slowly, because they are tired, and perhaps a little uncertain.

Those who arrive are: Lyman, Harriet, Catharine (now 33), George (24),

Hattie (22), and Henry Ward (20). There are also the children by Lyman's

second marriage: Bella (II) Tom (9), andJames (4). And, of course, there is

Aunt Esther

The Beechers: Sing to the West on Jubilee morning,

Shout with the thunder, "Hosanna, Amen."

Lightning splits the sky,

Satan's throne is tottering.

Sing "Glory to God."

As they sing the chorus of Cincinnatians move in from the wings. They

come— in about equal numbers—from both the left and right. These are: at

least three men from Lane Seminary, who would be faculty, or agents; at least

four couples, who represent the Presbyterian Church in the city; and at least

five free Blacks from the Seminaiy family, three women and two men, who

are part of the staff of domestics who work at Lane. They enter in the order

in which they appear above, and as the Blacks infiltrate the group the quality of

the singing is noticeably strengthened. The chorus continues, the Beechers

joining in even more enthusiastically than before.

Chorus: Glory, glory.

Jubilee trumpets,

Sound the good news,

And cry out the joy.

Sing to the West; it's Jubliee morning;

Satan's retreating, Hosanna, Amen.

Lyman steps to the center of the stage.

45
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Aunt Esther Comforts Harriet



Beecher:

47

I have caught whales,

And climbed mountains,

And met the thunder face to face.

Never doubting God, I boldly subdued.

High, laughing in heaven, God strengthened

my arm;

He found me in the shadow

And restored my soul.

The great God Jehovah has called swift from

the West.

I bend to his will.

With his right hand up holding,

His spirit to bid,

A school of the prophets will rise in the

wilderness.

Young men will see visions.

Old men will dream dreams.

Chorus: Sing to the West,

It's Jubliee morning

Satan is retreating.

Hosanna, Amen.

Harriet moves toward Lyman, though only a step or two.

Harriet: Dr. Beecher— Dr Beecher

—

She is pleading, but for what? For reassurance, for help; or does she

approach him because she is happy to discover that the West is, after all,

beautiful? It makes no difference: She is calling him to focus his attention,

however briefly, on her. For an instant it seems as if he might, for he turns to

look at her; but it is just at the instant when one of the representatives from

Lane addresses himself to Lyman, and that is too much competition for

Harriet.

Lane

Representative:

Beecher:

Dr. Beecher You have come to us.

Gentlemen, gentleman.

Lane

Representative: The Great Gun of Calvinism is exploding, here,

in the West.
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Beecher:

Lane

Representative:

Beecher:

A Woman From

the Church Group:

Beecher:

Let us go to inspect the foundations of the new
Seminary buildings. And then on to the

Church.

On the morrow— quite as proper

God's business cannot wait.

You have made a long journey—

Now. Now.

Beecher, then, and the representativesfrom Lane, together with one couple

of the church group, exit up right. Harriet takes a tentative step toivard

Catharine, perhaps because regardless of whom she addresses Catharine will

answer.

Harriet: Bella and Thomas are hungry

Young James ought to be in bed.

Where can I take them?

Where is our home?

Just as Harriet comes into Catharine's line of vision, though, Catharine

steps toward the group of church people left standing by and asks about her

own interest.

Catharine:

A Woman From

the Church Group:

Catharine:

I must speak with Dr McGuffey, Is he among
you?

No, he is waiting in the town.

Where shall I find him? lake me to him.

Dr. McGuffey's splendid readers

—

Exactly what the young child needs most.

He has asked for my help.

Come at once and take me to him.

Not a moment should be lost.

Characteristically she is leading the way for her guides.

George: Wait for me, Catharine. I'll go with you.
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Catharine: Quickly, then.

Time is of the essence.

Children's very souls are at stake.

Catharine, George, and the three remaining couplesfrom the church group

exit left center. Harriet looks toward Hattie and Hemy Ward. They are down

left, looking toward Cincinnati from the Wabiut Hills heights, standing just

where Lyman and Catharine stood when they surveyed that territory.

Harriet: Hattie, would you please take Bella?

And, Henry, would you

—

But her request is interrupted.

Henry Ward: Hattie, let me show you the river.

You can see Kentucky just on the other side.

Hattie and Henry Wardjoin hands and race happily off left center. There

remain on stage with Harriet note thefve Blacks from the Seminary, her three

young children, and Aunt Esther, who is herself weary, but still a realist. She

speaks to the children.

Aunt Esther: Come along, now.

Gabriel may blow his horn at any minute.

But let us have supper while we wait.

Time enough for millennium in the morning.

She turns to the Blacks.

Show me the way and let me follow you.

The Blacks, Aunt Esther, and the children exit up right, and Harriet stands

alone, but only for a moment. Eliza Stowe enters from up left, and addresses

Harriet, who turns to see who calls. Harriet hardly moves. Eliza comes to her;

and they play the scene in the warm, down right area.

Eliza: Mrs. Beecher?

Harriet: Who calls?

Eliza: I am Eliza Tyler Stowe.

Do not be sad.

If you are here, then it is because

God's providence has brought you.
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Harriet:

Eliza:

Harriet:

Eliza:

Eliza:

Harriet:

Eliza:

No, God has sent you to me.

My intuition tells me.

I will take you to your lodgings.

You are weary from your journey.

Not from the journey—
From my heart.

You should have waited till the spring

The air is already raw.

Harriet:
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Eliza takes Harriet by the hand and leads her to a chair, set a little

further up stage, and a little closer center, but still in the right area. This would

be "Harriet's room," at Walnut Hills. Eliza takes Harriet's bonnet and her

shawl and then allows her to sit. She exits with shawl and bonnet and returns

almost at once with a cup of tea. Harriet graciously refuses. Eliza exits and

returns once more, empty-handed this time. She comes close to Harriet and

stands by her chair. Her movements have not been hurried in any way, nor

distracting. They are graceful; and the point of her movement is a genuine

concern for Harriet. As she has gone back andforth a low chanting sound has

become increasingly audible. Now the music is almost recognizable, and

Harriet is conscious of it.

Harriet: What is the sound I hear?

Eliza: The Blacks.

As Eliza says this she looks over and beyond Harriet, toward the wings, up

left, from which direction the music comes. Harriet rises, turns in the direction

of the music and takes a step in that direction. Eliza lays a restraining hand on

Harriet.

Eliza: No. You could not bear it if you saw.

But you will see.

Droves of them on the banks of the river

Boatloads of them on the water— pass almost

daily.

They are being taken down the river— to be

sold.

Sold and separated.

Oh, it is sinful.

Harriet: Every day.

So many,

I did not know.

Eliza:

Harriet:

Eliza:

Yes, and they weep.

How cruel is their lot.

Their tears are more for that which is to come
than for their present chains.

Harriet: What is it that they fear
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They do not know, they cannot tell what is to

happen.

It makes their burden heavy.

They stop to listen. The music of the singing slaves grows in volume and
clarity until the Blacks actually appear on stage. The presentation, of course,

must be handled as a vision-sequence. Ohio was free. The Blacks enter from
the left, about midway and cross the stage at an angle, disappearing almost

up center They are chained one to another, but the soloist is picked up by a

pencil spot that keeps him in view. Also, he is larger than the rest. Though all

are weary, they walk with a kind of timeless air, as if they were symbols of all

the evil man had ever known or invented.

Slave Chorus:

Slave Soloist:

Slave Chorus:

Slave Soloist:

Chorus:

Slave Soloist:

Chorus:

Lord, the river is swift, and the water is deep;

Jesus, take me with you to the other side.

Lord, you rolled back Red-sea water,

Piled it up and held it still.

Let the Hebrews all pass over,

Cross across where land was dry.

Lord, reach down your hand and help us.

We your children, too.

Oh, the water is cold, and the river is wide;

Jesus, lead me to the fair and happy land.

Sweet Jesus when you see us.

Oh, remember if you please.

When you walked upon the water.

You had to stoop and hold up Peter

Oh, reach down your hand to hold us.

We your children, too.

Oh, the river is death, and the water is the grave,

But Jesus wrote his name on me.

Till the darkest angel calls us.

Singing, "Child, it's time to rest,"

And we turn our face to glory.

Swap our burden for a crown.

Lord, reach down your hand to lead us.

We your children, too.

Oh, the water is life, and the river takes me home;
Jesus, keep me till the last day comes.
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Eliza leaves shortly after the Blacks have finished singing; and, of course,

they have left the stage as they sang the last chorus. Before she exits, Eliza takes

Harriet's hand. They look directly at each other and then part without words.

Yet Harriet shows and the music reflects her new awareness of the plight of the

Blacks and the shattering effect the knowledge has on her.

Henry Ward and Hattie return. They come from down left and move

toward the right center stage where Harriet stands sorrowfully looking after the

Blacks, and after Eliza, for Eliza exited in the direction of the Blacks as if she

were going to their aid— as indeed she was. Harriet turns to the sightseers.

Harriet:

Henry Ward:

Hattie:

Harriet:

Harriet exits, right.

Henry Ward:

Oh, Henry, oh, Hattie— I havejust seen the most

dreadful thing.

And we have just seen the most beautiful river.

Hurrying swiftly, and thick with boats. You can-

not think how exciting. Let us show you.

I could not bear it. I must be at my prayers. And
so ought we all.

Her life is filled with crosses.

She carries them herself, and lays them upon

her children.

She always brings me everything as a duty.

I must read the Bible.

I must learn the catechism.

Hattie:

Henry:

Hattie:

But you never did.

I must do many things.

Now she must say her prayers.

Yes, she has found some new burden to take

upon herself.

But I am going to look once more at that beauti-

ful river, before the darkness.

The scene blacks out. When the lights come up again, Harriet is a little left

of center stage, looking toward the left wing. If it were procenium staging she

would be looking out the window. It is raining, and she is depressed. Almost

at once Eliza enters from the right, closing and shaking her umbrella, and
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shaking out her skirts. Actually she has been drenched, but— as ever—Eliza is

untroubled by circumstance.

Harriet:

Eliza:

Harriet:

Eliza:

Harriet:

Eliza:

Harriet:

Eliza:

Harriet:

Dear Eliza, and on such a dreary day.

The weather is all good, for God sends it.

Yes, I know, I know. But when the soul is over-

cast, the sky can seem unfriendly— as now.

On days like this I think of the Blacks even

more.

If only there were some way to help.

But I, too, am shackled— a prisoner of time

striving to be a pilgrim to eternity

They know your sorrow; and they remember
the happier days when you came to them.

I do indeed wish myself well— if only I might

serve.

But I suffer since my illness.

Some days it takes all power from me. And no

one in my household— save poor, dear Esther,

and she unwell— feels any responsibility to do

a thing at the appointed time, or in the right

place, or in the proper manner except as I

oversee it.

Oh, I am weary of gray days, and of my own

gray soul.

Altogether I feel as if I never wanted to face the

day again.

Fire burns away the dross.

Gold endures.

No real evil can happen.

If we fear nothing for the future, then we can

bear all in the present.

You must believe me. I do rejoice in God.

But when the will gives out, what then?
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God is ours.

He knows you are weary, and that though flesh

and heart fail we still desire his will.

I dare not add to your burden

—

But perhaps— perhaps if I confess my need for

you because my days are numbered . .

.

Ah, no. I cannot hear the word.

Yet, tell me.

Speak it softly, but let me hear it from your lips.

When?
How long?

I must serve while there is need.

Even death must sometimes wait upon necessity

The litde deaths which daily overtake us seem

petty when the last one comes.

You grieve because they do not stop to look at

you— but leave you to yourself, to die alone.

I suffer because they will not let me die in

peace.

But life still flowers in the losing of it.

I go now.

Harriet:
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Harriet:

Eliza:

Harriet:

And hoes the garden and waters the stock.

I have seen him.

Dr Beecher has missed him, too,

And mentioned him by name in morning
prayers.

I must take provisions—and speak to his fears.

Is he so ill?

Eliza: Sadly, it is true.

Harriet: What can I give him? I have no money.

Eliza: Send him your prayers.

God can easily find means.

Money I suppose, is as plentiful with God
as it has always been.

If he sees it is best, he will help.

But your prayers

—

Harriet: My prayers are feeble.

I only regret and yearn.

Eliza: The forsaken know best how to succor the

lonely.

None bring such healing to the fallen as those

already wounded.
Send him your prayers.

A bell— a solemn, awe-striking bell— begins to toll slowly, reverberating

long, and dying so completely that one thinks it will not sound again; but it

does, and continues to do so until it is drowned by the rising and insistent chant

and clanking which comes from more slaves on their way down the river

Harriet is apprehensive about the sound of the bell; Eliza is transfixed by it.

The song which reaches them is the same song which they heard earlier,

although there is less of it this time— only the last "solo" with the framing
chorus before and after it. The slave song is the background for the following

exchange between Harriet and Eliza. The timing is such that only the last

couplet of the chorus is sung without the counter voices of the women.

Harriet: What is it?

Harriet and Eliza: Ah
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Both recognize the sound as ominous; but it is only Eliza who knows the

specific content of the fearful intelligence which the bell announces.

Eliza: Cholera. The bell is the signal.

The Baileys will need more than food.

Chorus: Oh, the river is death, and the water is the grave;

But Jesus wrote his name on me.

Slave Soloist: Till the darkest angel calls us.

Singing, "Child, it's time to rest,"

And we turn our face to glory.

Swap our burden for a crown,

Lord, reach out your hand to lead us.

We your children, too.

Chorus: Oh, the water is life, and the river takes me home;

Jesus, keep me till the last day comes.

Eliza exits up stage, left. Quickly.

Harriet: How often have I heard this bell,

Ringing in my heart,

For me.

But never so clear before.

Harriet stands quite still. The bell continues to ring, and after a brief

moment (perhaps the count offive) with a slight shift of her body and a lifting

of her head she turns toward the sound of the bell. As she does so, the lights go

out.

When the lights come up again they are bright. The music is victonous,

almost happy. Four Black men, bearing the coffin of Eliza Stowe, enter from

up stage, right. They are followed by a small congregation of mourners, two of

the couples from the church group that met Lyman on his arrival, and the

three representatives of Lane Seminary, Aunt Esther, and Catharine. Lyman

walks directly behind the pall bearers. He is reading, concluding the service.

As one might expect, the man who could preach the funeral service for his own

beloved Roxana is in strong voice when he is confronted only by the death of a

friend. Calvin Stowe, Eliza's husband, does notfigure in the opera; but, for the

record, he is identified as one of the Lane Seminary Representatives.

The stage coffin is so small, and so nearly hidden by the men who carry it,

that one is more conscious of Harriet Porter standing, her face in her hands,

quietly weeping, well down left on the stage. The entourage moves toward her.

Lymxin continues to read the service. Perhaps for this sequence a traditional
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and recognizable hymn is appropriate. In that case either Alexander Ewing's

"Ewing," Jerusalem the Golden, or Joseph Bamby's "Sarum," For All the

Saints, has the right feeling, and either is almost contemporary with the event,

though not quite: Ewing was about five when Harriet died, and Barnby was

bom three years after Harriet's death.

Beecher: ... to the grave,

Looking for the resurrection of the dead,

And the hfe of the world to come.

Through our Lord Jesus Christ,

Who shall change our mortal body.

That it may be made like unto his own glorious

body,

According to the mighty working whereby he is

able to subdue all things unto himself.

The bearers deposit their burden, just off the wings, up stage left behind

Harriet. They come back to mingle with the crowd, and go through them, and

off stage retracing the route by which they came. There is shaking of hands all

about by those left. The women tend to embrace each other. But no one comes

near Harriet. The mourners depart— two couples off left, one couple off up

center, members of the Beecher family and the Lane Representatives off right.

Harriet stands by the grave, and only when she is alone does she raise her head.

She sings not in resignation, but in clear-eyed acceptance.

Harriet: I leave my heart,

But turn my face,

And go again to grief.

Nor pain nor death can fright me now.

Nor anything delight.

I have at last no home, no place.

Waiting and asking, asking and waiting,

I leave my heart, and turn my face

To agony and grief.

The bell sounds again. Harriet hearing it, goes off up left, in the direction

whence it calls, the sound growing ever louder, and the lights ever dimmer,

until Harriet is lost in the darkness of the stage. There is a final, almost

shattering notefrom the bell, and then the light comes up on a scene in a Negro

quxirter where an old, old man (Joe Bailey) is propped up in bed on white

pillows, and covered with a patchwork quilt. The man is Harriet's surrogate

forfriend, father, husband, lover. He is important to her because he needs her.

Here at last is one to whom she is essential, not as a convenience, but as one

who is needed for herself. Moreover, he is a link, however tenuous, with Eliza
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who loved her. Harriet is, as the saying goes, watching by his bed. It is plain

that she has notjust arrived. The man is asleep. Aunt Esther entersfrom down
right and comes up to the chair where Harriet is sitting, which is a little to the

right of center.

Aunt Esther: Harriet, dear child, you must come home.

Harriet shakes her head and puts her finger to her lips.

Three days you have waited.

It takes such a long time to die.Harriet:

Aunt Esther:

Hamet:

Aunt Esther:

Harriet:

Joe Bailey:

Harriet:

Joe Bailey:

Harriet:

Joe Bailey:

Is he asleep?

He is smiling.

Perhaps already he has started his journey

home.

When he escaped to us he was wearing leg

irons.

The marks are still there.

But even when his feet were shackled, his soul

had wings.

Is it morning?

Soon, now.

The pain. Bad. Terrible bad.

Just a little while longer, a little while, and it will

all be over

Will you read to me?

Harriet takes a small Bible which she has been holding in her lap and
begins.

Harriet:

Joe Bailey:

In my Father's house— are many mansions

—

No, not that. I never had a father

I don't know what it means.
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Harriet:

Joe Bailey:

Harriet:

Joe Bailey:

And I don't want—excuse me—
I don't want a mansion.

Read me about how the people turnt their face

away from him.

What is that? Did Miss Eliza read it?

I love him because he suffered quiet.

Because he taught us that suffering leads to

God— is that it, Joe?

No'm. He just showed us suffering can't keep

you away from God.

Harriet: Yes. Yes.

She begins reading again.

Aunt Esther:

Joe Bailey:

Offstage

Black Chorus:

Joe Bailey:

Offstage

Black Chorus:

Joe Bailey:

Offstage

Black Chorus:

He is despised and rejected of men.

A man of sorrows, and acquainted with grief.

And we hid, as it were, our faces from him.

A long time I been walking on the bank.

Looking for a place to cross Jordan.

Weary Pilgrim!

I'm here.

Come, cross over

Ready, Lord.

Drop your burden, take your crown.

Take your crown and shout the glory.

Lay your burden down.

Joe lies peacefully, eyes closed, with his hand still outstretched toward

Harriet, as it was when she read to him. Harriet rises and looks at him with
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infinite compassion, even a little envy. Then she and Aunt Esther start toward
the up left exit, and as they are on their way the light fades.

Lights up, and Harriet entersfrom up left. She is dressed as she was atJoe
Bailey's. Aunt Esther is with her but goes directly off right. It is obvious that

Harriet is both weak, and greatly distressed. Her movements are frantic; but

herfatigue is such that, though she moves quickly, she takes only a step or two
at the time, finding it necessary to stop for rest, or support. She does not,

however, stop for long; she must find Lyman. There is no question that she

has seen more than Joe Bailey's death: she has seen the certainty of her own
imminent end. She moves in various directions, calling Lyman, using that

name for the first time.

Harriet: Lyman! Lyman!

Lyman enters in a great state ofagitation. He holds a sheaf ofpapers in his

hand. During the following exchange he never really looks at Harriet. His
attention is directed to the documents. At times he almost snatches a sheet with

his right hand and thrusts it among the others he is holding in his left.

Otherwise his right hand is occupied tracing lines on the topmost document,

adjusting his spectacles or running through his hair.

Beecher: Mother, I hear you. You always know when I

need you.

Harriet: Something has happened.

Beecher: Yes, I am charged with heresy

Harriet: No, no. It is not . . .

Lyman interrupts. Intent on what he is saying, he never hears. Harriet

follows him about the room. Now and then she reaches out her hand toward
him. He never sees. He does not ignore her; he simply concentrates on his

own problem.

Beecher: They think so.

Harriet: You do not understand.

Beecher: And they have put it in writing.

Harriet: Oh, Lyman.

Beecher: And called me a hypocrite.
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Harriet: Time is running out.

Beecher: I can still win. I must.

Harriet: Lyman!

By this time, Harriet's voice has become almost a wail. She is desperate.

Beecher: I must move swiftly.

Harriet: Do come. Sit and talk with me.

Beecher: Do not grieve—

Finally, he has seen that Harriet is anxious, though it does not occur to him

that there could be another concern for her except himself.

Only remember,

Harriet: Please.

Beecher: You are ever in my heart.

All is well.

Harriet: Can you not wait, even briefly?

She has acknowledged defeat, but she still snatches at straws.

Beecher: What faith you have.

Harriet: God!

Beecher: You trust and wait.

I work.

By this time, of course, Lyman is his old, bouncy self again.

Harriet: But stay

—

Beecher: Later Later

I shall explain. You are not to worry.

Harriet: I have known for a long time.
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Beecher:

Exit, right.

Harriet:

Ah, your educated heart.

You understand before I speak.

Time has come for me, now.

And for me.

Aunt Esther comes from the right wing. She has removed the bonnet and

cape she wore when she fetched Harriet home from Joe Bailey's.

Aunt Esther:

Harriet:

Aunt Esther:

Harriet:

Aunt Esther:

Harriet:

Aunt Esther:

Harriet:

Sit, and I will bring you tea.

No Esther I have other longings, heaven and its

blessedness.

You have never been long forgetful of it.

Yes, and now I answer voices that call.

Where is Lyman?

With the elders.

They are calling him a heretic.

Never doubted that they would, and have no

fear they'll catch him.

He will go where his heart leads, and shout

down everybody else who won't come with him.

Tonight I hear a more insistent voice than his.

Reluctantly, Esther admits to herself that Hariiet means seriously to relin-

quish life.

Aunt Esther:

Harriet:

Aunt Esther:

All will be summoned home in time.

But surely it cannot be so soon for you.

Your work is not finished.

There is other work. Greater

Harriet, we need you.

We, all of us, Lyman . .

.
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I have never prayed for my life.

I will not now.

I pray for my sons and daughters,

And for Lyman, dear Lyman,

That God in his own time will provide a com-

panion suitable.

As winter sunlight

Lifts the fog.

Even from the blind.

Your spirit passed through doors

Locked from within,

Entered our hearts

And blessed us.

Do not leave us desolate.

Harriet: Pilgrims, recalling Eden,

Unfrightened turn toward home.

A heart prepared may not decline

The Father's invitation.

And souls unfettered

Can enter by the narrowest of doors.

Harriet turns, and for the last time, begins her exit up left, going in the

direction where she and the others have always moved toward the dark, the

unknown, and the remote. As she moves, slowly, those members of the chorus

who were the congregation at the Boston church enterfrom the left wing, and

stand looking after Harriet. They speak in unison, confessing their opinion of

her in a recitative which— as those which follow— is for the most part quota-

tion from the obituary which appeared in the Cincinnati Journal.

Bostonians: She was connected with the first families, one of

the leading stars of beauty and fashion.

As the Bostonians begin speaking, Harriet stands. She does not look at

them, but keeps her eyes on the distance, her back to them. It is a pattern.

Between the following speeches she moves a little, stops as characters speak.

But never once does she alter course or direction, or look behind. Lyman enters

and stands with Esther, well down on the stage. They speak in unison.

Beecher and

Aunt Esther: By her marriage she assumed the most difficult

station of domestic life; one which demanded
discretion, benevolence, and patience.
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Three Blacks appear up center.

The Blacks: She was gentle and good, and kind to all.

The three gossips enter from up right, and stand somewhat below the

Blacks, but well above Lyman and Aunt Esther.

The Gossips: Her dignity and character baffled the gossip

and the tattler

Beecher: When called of Providence to forsake all her

earthly friends and near relatives, she gave

her consent without a murmur.

Aunt Esther: She was tranquil at her death—and her counte-

nance was serene.

Harriet walks slowly, this time finishing her exit. The music fades.

In an epilogue in the sung version Lyman, alone and shattered by

Harriet's death, makes explicit what is earlier implied and comes close to

rebellion against God.

Lyman: Enough, O God.

Dust for dreams,

And death for love.

Only an instant left, and that one

Locked in hell.

Memory, conscience, truth— as you will— then speak to him in a voice

like Harriet's which comes floating from the wings.

The Voice: An instant is all that the heart requires.

The gates of hell are locked only from within.

Faith sees in darkness.

Hears singing in the night,

Finds eternity

—

Lyman, resonant in his need to the everlasting mercy, finally understands.

In grateful wonder he confesses. He perceives what the voice is telling him.

Lyman: Eternity in time!

The vision dim, the love unknown
Still wait the self-forgetting heart.
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Eden lost.

But deep calls yet to deep,

And in the depths,

Eternity in time.

The music fades. A slow curtain.

END OF THE OPERA

All photographs are from the production oiLost Eden in the Chapel of Duke University

and were taken by Mark Jackman.
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